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A non-concurrent multiple probe design across dyads was used to test the effects of 
multiple exemplar instruction across reader and writer responses on the emergence of metaphors 
in 4th and 5th grade students. Two experiments were conducted. Experiment 1 rotated responding 
across reader and writer responses to train the structure of metaphors while probing for the 
emergence of metaphor function on a listener. None of the participants in Experiment 1 were 
able to produce metaphors according to a structural algorithm prior to the start of the study. 
Participants were paired into writer and peer reader groups (a total of 3 pairs) and a peer yoked-
contingency game board was employed as a motivating operation in which the participants 
competed against the experimenter to reach the top of the game board in order to earn a chosen 
reinforcer. Participants moved up on the game board if the writer produced a metaphor as was 
determined by an algorithm used by the peer reader. Experiment 2 rotated responding across 
reader and writer instructional trials to train the function of metaphors. The participants in 
Experiment 2 were able to produce metaphors at the start of the study however the metaphors did 
not function to evoke a target emotion from a reader. Results for Experiment 1 showed that 
Multiple Exemplar Instruction across reader and writer responses to teach the structure of 
metaphors was effective but did not result in the emergence of an emotional function on a 
 
listener. Experiment 2 showed that Multiple Exemplar Instruction across the emotional function 
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INTRODUCTION AND REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
 
Verbal behavior is the most complex form of behavior emitted by humans and is clearly 
the most difficult to explain, predict, or control (Skinner, 1965). Various aspects of language 
have been addressed by a range of philosophers and scholars over the years, but until the latter 
half of the twentieth century, no comprehensive account existed which offered the sort of 
functional analysis by which to direct research or guide pedagogical interventions. Cognitive and 
behavioral theories are vastly different and provide unique explanations for the development of 
complex language. The cognitive linguistic perspective explains emergent behavior as deriving 
from innate or basic human instincts. Neuroscientists however have related developing language 
processes to brain representations gathered from brain imaging and scanning. Behavior analysis 
on the other hand is concerned with overarching repertoires that emerge as a function of an 
individual’s history of experiences that are affected by environmental contingencies. While the 
cognitive and neuroscientific perspectives are interested in the inner structures that compose the 
development of language and mapping of the brain as it relates to language development, 
behavior analysis is interested in how language is shaped by its function upon the environment.  
For researchers interested in the prediction and control of (or capacity to change) behavior, 
the cognitive and/or neuropsychological approaches have a distinct disadvantage. Insofar as the 
causes of verbal behavior – or any behavior for that matter – are tied to what Skinner (1953) termed 
‘inner causes’, researchers, clinicians, and teachers have no basis for predicting or modifying target 
behaviors. By functionally tying behavior to environmental events which can be observed and 




B.F. Skinner’s Verbal Behavior (1957) was the first effort to account for the complexities 
of human speech using a functional analysis of the relationship between verbal responses and their 
environmental contexts and consequences. Skinner developed a number of key concepts which 
were critical to his analysis, but none was more important than the tact, which Skinner defined as 
“a verbal operant in which a response of a given form is evoked (or at least strengthened) by a 
particular object or event or property of an object or event” (p. 82). Skinner argued that the tact’s 
importance derived from the fact that it serves to extend the listener’s contact with the 
environment. Skinner contended that if a verbal operant is reinforced by a verbal community in 
the presence of a stimulus or class of stimuli “any feature of that occasion or common to that class 
appears to gain some measure of control. A novel stimulus possessing one such feature may gain 
some measure of control” (p. 91).  Although this assessment by Skinner was written before the 
work of Reynolds (1975) and others, it is Skinner’s treatment of metaphors as extended tacts which 
is the focus of research in the present study. Metaphorical extension occurs when “the control 
exercised by properties of the stimulus which, though present at reinforcement, do not enter into 
the contingency respected by the verbal community (p. 92).”  
While Skinner was the first to study the development of verbal behavior from a functional, 
operant perspective, there have been others who have to a large degree shared his approach – while 
differing somewhat in their analysis. A. Charles Catania is certainly one of the more prominent of 
the early researchers. Catania (2007) shared much of Skinner’s view, but he also differed in certain 
respects. His understanding of the role and function of metaphors is what is germane to the purpose 
of the present study and it is on that which we will restrict our discussion here. Catania’s discussion 
of metaphors is incomplete at best. He defines metaphor as “the extension of concrete terms to 
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complex and/or abstract events or relations for which relevant verbal responses are otherwise 
unavailable” (2007, p. 397). While this may be true of some metaphors, it most certainly is not 
true of all metaphors. For example, in discussing whether college students should be restricted in 
the number of courses they enroll in for a semester, one might argue that a college student would 
be unlikely to rush onto the educational battlefield to impale herself on an academic spear. Though 
the issue of academic course load may arguably be construed as a complex event, there are other 
relevant verbal responses by which to address this topic. Catania limits his discussion of metaphor 
to a structural analysis by not including the emotional function of metaphor on a listener. 
ARISTOTLE 
One of the earliest students of language and its significance as a form of human behavior 
was Aristotle. Skinner dismisses Aristotle’s analysis of metaphors on the grounds that he assumed 
that the capacity for employing metaphors required a special faculty of analogical thinking. That 
being noted, it may be instructive to examine Aristotle’s position more closely before proceeding. 
His discussion of metaphors occurs in chapter 21 of the Poetics (page 1457b of the Becker edition 
of the Greek text of Aristotle) and takes place in the context of Aristotle’s discussion of speech as 
one of the six elements of drama. Aristotle states that a metaphor “consists in giving the thing a 
name that belongs to something else; the transference being either from genus to species, or from 
species to genus, or from species to species, or on grounds of analogy (1931 Oxford translation).” 
It is the latter two iterations of metaphor that have greatest relevance to Skinner’s analysis – and 
to that of relational frame theory which will be discussed below. As an example of a species to 
species variety of metaphor, Aristotle cites the work of Empedocles, noting that in “‘Drawing the 
life with the bronze’ and in ‘Severing with the enduring bronze’…the poet uses ‘draw’ in the sense 
of ‘sever’ and ‘sever’ in that of ‘draw’, both words meaning to take away something.” (p. 1476) 
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(Actually, the metaphor in each example would seem to be the use of bronze in lieu of sword – 
bronze being a feature common to the class of stimuli to which the verbal operant sword was 
reinforced by the Greek verbal community). Metaphors based on the grounds of analogy in the 
Aristotelian analysis offer an interesting bridge to relational frame theory, as shall be seen. Such 
metaphors, says Aristotle, are “possible whenever there are four terms so related that the second 
(B) is to the first (A), as the fourth (D) is to the third (C); for one may then metaphorically put D 
in lieu of B, and B in lieu of D” (p. 1477)  One may go further, however: “As old age (D) is to life 
(C), so is evening (B) today (A).  One will accordingly describe evening (B) as ‘the old age of day’ 
(D+A)…and old age (D) as the ‘evening’ or ‘sunset of life’ (B+C).” (McKeon, 1941, p.1477) 
Aristotle’s point is related to the structure of metaphor rather than its function on a listening 
audience. 
The passage in the Poetics which apparently led Skinner to dismiss Aristotle’s analysis of 
metaphor is found in 1459a. “It is a great thing, indeed, to make a proper use of…poetical forms. 
But the greatest thing by far is to be a master of metaphor. It is the one thing that cannot be learned 
from others; and it is also a sign of genius, since a good metaphor implies an intuitive perception 
of the similarity in dissimilars.” In fairness to Aristotle, to say the mastery of the metaphor cannot 
be learned from others may simply mean that one cannot become proficient simply by imitating 
the metaphors used by others but rather that one must become proficient in making difficult 
discriminations and generalizations between complex verbal stimuli. Being a genius at doing so 
may simply be Aristotle’s way of saying that very few people are good at it. What trips him up, of 
course, is his use of the word intuitive. If we can forgive that error on the grounds that he was 
writing some 2,300 years before Skinner, there may be some benefit in comparing Aristotle’s 
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observations on the use (and acquisition) of metaphorical language with more contemporary 
perspectives. 
PERSPECTIVES ON EMERGENT BEHAVIOR 
Examples of some such contemporary perspectives are stimulus equivalence theory, 
relational frame theory, Naming theory, and Verbal Developmental Theory (Barnes-Holmes, 
2004; Barnes-Holmes, Barnes-Holmes, & Cullinan, 2000; Barnes-Holmes & Roche, 2001; 
Barnes-Holmes, Barnes-Holmes, Smeets, Cullinan, & Leader, 2004; Barnes-Holmes, Barnes-
Holmes, Smeets, Strand, & Frinman, 2004; Barnes-Holmes & Keenan, 1993; Greer & Longano, 
2010; Greer & Ross, 2008; Hayes, Horne & Lowe, 1996, 1997; Horne, Lowe, & Randle, 2004; 
Lowe & Horne, 1996; Lowenkron, 1984, 1991, 1996, 1997; Sidman, 1971, 1980, 1986, 1994). 
The four theories overlap and interlock to build upon one another. However, unlike Aristotle, they 
attempt to explain the acquisition of verbal behavior (such as metaphors) from a scientific 
perspective. Therefore, further examination of each theory in relation to the acquisition of 
repertoires should be examined. 
Stimulus Equivalence was the first of the four theories that provided a behavioral account 
of emergent or derived relations. Central to Sidman’s Stimulus Equivalence theory is the 
assertion that symbolic behavior, derived relations between stimuli, and generative behavior, 
derived relational networks, are linguistic in nature and account for what people say and what 
people listening say in response (Sidman, 1971, 1980, 1986, 2000). Furthermore, Stimulus 
Equivalence can demonstrate that when conditional discriminations are learned, the stimuli 
related to these discriminations also become related to other stimuli that are part of the 
discrimination without having to be explicitly taught (Sidman, 1971, 1980, 1986, 2000). 
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 The emergence of new behavior as explained by Stimulus Equivalence is the result of 
three distinct features. These features consist of reflexivity, symmetry, and transitivity. The 
reflexive relationship states that A is equal to A. This relationship involves the identical 
matching of stimuli. The second relationship of symmetry states that if A is equal to B then B is 
equal to A. Finally, the transitive relationship states that if A is equal to B and B is equal to C, 
then A and C must also be equal. Based on these features of Stimulus Equivalence, if the 
reflexive and symmetrical relationships are explicitly taught, the transitive relationship will 
emerge without direct instruction (Sidman 1971, 1980, 1986, 2000). Metaphors would fall into 
the transitive relational category as the target stimulus that a speaker is comparing with another 
target stimulus in the presence of a listener is a symmetrical relationship. The new relationship 
that emerges between the two target stimuli for the listening audience is the transitive 
relationship that did not exist prior to the comparison. For example, if a speaker is stating to a 
listener that “a diary is a window to a person’s soul” she/he is comparing the stimuli of a diary 
and a window (symmetrical relationship) to form a new stimulus for the listener which is that a 
diary is a window that allows a reader to see what a person is thinking or feeling. As a result of 
the metaphor, “window” has taken on a new meaning thus creating a transitive relationship 
between the two stimuli. 
Sidman’s (1971) theory initially claimed that Stimulus Equivalence is a prerequisite for 
the emergence of language, since in language there is a bi-directional or rather “symmetrical” 
relation between stimuli and responses. It was Sidman’s view, much like Aristotle’s, that this bi-
directional/symmetrical relationship was biologically present in individuals. Extending upon this 
Sidman (1994) stated that a bi-directional relation between stimuli forming derived relational 
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networks or category relations can be established regardless of if they are learned through the 
listener or speaker topographies. 
Relational Frame Theory, (unlike Stimulus Equivalence Theory and Aristotle and more in 
line with Skinner) explains emergent behavior as the result of an instructional history of 
differential reinforcement across contexts. In addition, Relational Frame Theory attempts to 
account for the instructional histories that lead to emergent behavior. Relational Frame Theorists 
posited that derived relations tell how language is acquired where Stimulus Equivalence theorists 
believe that there are biological prerequisites that make language possible. Relational Frame 
Theory provides a similar explanation of emergent behavior as Stimulus Equivalence however 
offer a more generic explanation of the three features outlined in Stimulus Equivalence 
(reflexivity, symmetry, and transivity) in order to encompass opposite relations. Arbitrarily 
applicable derived relational responding is the essence of Relational Frame Theory. That is, 
specific properties of stimuli are taught based on a specific context to derive relations based on 
the context in which they are taught. Relational frames are not taught directly but rather emerge 
(like equivalence relations) as a result of an instructional history that teaches the comparison-
opposite relations (Hayes, Barnes-Holmes & Roche, 2001). 
Relational Frame Theory provides further relationships beyond just the basic equivalence 
relationships outlined in Sidman’s (1971, 1986) Stimulus Equivalence theory. The three 
relationships that are at the foundation of Relational Frame Theory consist of mutual entailment, 
combinatorial entailment, and the transformation of stimulus function. These relationships are 
based on those outlined in Stimulus Equivalence (reflexivity, symmetry, and transivity).   
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Mutual entailment is the bi-directional relationship involving two stimuli that states A in 
response to B is the same as B in response to A (Hayes, Barnes-Holmes, & Roche, 2001). This 
relationship is similar to the symmetrical relationship of Stimulus Equivalence. 
 Combinatorial entailment consists of the combining of stimulus relations involving three 
stimuli. This relationship is similar to transivity in Stimulus Equivalence as it states that if A is 
related to B and B is related to C then A must be related to C. 
 The transformation of stimulus function consists of relations that are modified as the 
result of derived relations that emerge between other stimuli. That is, when an individual learns 
that A is related to B and B is related to C, and then derives that A is related to C the 
transformation of stimulus function only exists if there is a bi-directionality between each of the 
three stimuli so that A is related to B and C, B is related to A and C and C is related to both A 
and B. With the transformation of stimulus function, one stimulus controls multiple relations and 
multiple functions (Hayes, Barnes-Holmes & Roche, 2001, Barnes-Holmes, Barnes-Holmes, 
Smeets, Cullinan, & Leader, 2004). Relational Frame theorists might argue that metaphors are a 
frame since the emergent relationship between two stimuli is derived from a comparison between 
two seemingly unlike things. It is the commonality between the two stimuli that is derived 
through the metaphor thus forming a bi-directionality between the stimuli and the derived 
relation. The derived relation becomes the new controlling stimulus as a result building a new 
history between the stimuli. This new history that is built by the speaker for the listener is what 
Skinner refers to as the extended tact since the listening audience’s senses are being extended as 
a result of the derived relationship. 
 Naming Theory extends upon both Stimulus Equivalence and Relational Frame theory 
however denies that Relational Frame Theory explains how emergent behavior such as 
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metaphors is established. Horne and Lowe (1996, 1997) were the first to introduce Naming 
theory as an explanation for emergent behavior relating it to Skinner’s theory of verbal behavior.  
That is, Horne and Lowe in their Naming Theory show how the contingencies present select out 
behavior, specifically language and relational language networks as related to the listener 
repertoire and speaker repertoire of the individual. In Horne and Lowe’s theory, they argue that 
Naming is a basic unit of verbal behavior from which language emerges. Horne and Lowe define 
Naming as a bi-directional behavioral relation that combines the speaker and listener behavior 
within the individual that make it possible to acquire a new “name” of an object or class of 
objects to emerge without explicitly being taught. This theory differs from Relational Frame 
Theory in that it proposes that Naming is a higher order verbal operant or capability as opposed 
to a relational frame. That is, Horne and Lowe argue that Naming is an overarching verbal 
capability necessary for derived relational responding to occur while Relational Frame Theorists 
believe that Naming itself is a relational frame that is derived from a relational network (Horne 
& Lowe, 1996; Barnes, Holmes, Smeets & Cullinan, 2004).   
 Horne and Lowe (1996, 1997) suggest that there are three necessary repertoires for 
Naming to be present. These repertoires consist of the listener repertoire, echoic repertoire, and 
the tact repertoire. Naming is learned through the listener and echoic repertoires which produces 
the bi-directional relation between classes of objects in the individual’s speaker and listener 
repertoire. That is, a child might see a dog and hear someone say “dog.”  The child would 
observe the dog and echo what was said by saying “dog” while simultaneously observing the 
dog. This process is circular in that the child sees an object, says the name of the object, hears 
what s/he said, and sees or observes that object again.   
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 Lowe, Horne, Harris, and Randall (2002) found that Naming was necessary for categories 
to emerge. In Horne and Lowe’s (2002) work, they found that if an individual has Naming, 
he/she can learn a behavior as a listener and emit it as a speaker, or learn the behavior as a 
speaker and emit it as a listener. Metaphorical responses could be considered an extension of this 
capability since individuals learn stimuli within one stimulus class as a listener (either through 
auditory or visual stimuli such as a text or picture) and then relate it to another stimulus in a 
seemingly unlike stimulus class through speaking or writing.  
Greer and Ross (2008), studied the incidental learning function of Naming and offer a 
verbal developmental hierarchy of cusps and capabilities along with protocols for inducing them. 
Furthermore, Greer and Ross (2008), were the first to provide a systematic approach for inducing 
the Naming capability and thus distinguish themselves from the Naming research that has 
preceded their work. Naming may be induced using scientific tactics according to current 
research (Gilic & Greer, 2011; Greer, Corwin, & Buttigieg, 2010; Greer, Stolfi, Chavez-Brown, 
& Rivera-Valdes, 2005; Greer, Stolfi, & Pistoljevic, 2007; Horne, Hughes, & Lowe, 2006; Horne 
& Lowe, 1996; Horne, Lowe, & Harris, 2007; Horne, Lowe, & Randle, 2004; Lowe, Horne, 
Harris, & Randle, 2002; Lowe, Horne, & Hughes, 2005). One such tactic is multiple exemplar 
instruction (Blackledge, 2003, Greer & Ross, 2008, Greer, Stolfi, & Pistoljovic, 2006, Greer, 
Yaun, & Gautreaux, 2005; Lee-Park, 2005; Speckman & Greer, 2007). 
Hayes, Barnes-Holmes and Roche (2001) suggested that the source for inducing higher 
order operants such as Naming was through multiple exemplar instruction. A number of studies 
since that time have shown multiple exemplar instruction (MEI) to be successful in inducing 
Naming when rotated across the listener and speaker topographies (Greer & Ross, 2008; Greer, 
Stolfi, & Pistoljovic, 2006; Luciano, Gomez Beccerra, & Rodriguez Valverde, 2007; Nurgudkar, 
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2005; Pistoljevic, 2008; Tsouri & Greer, 2005; Speckman & Greer, 2007). By rotating multiple 
exemplars across the listener and speaker topographies, the investigators in these studies created 
the instructional history required for Naming, derived relational responding, or equivalence 
relations to emerge. It may be possible, therefore, that metaphors might be induced using this 
same approach if they are indeed acquired through the listener repertoire as suggested by Skinner 
(1957). 
 Greer and Ross (2008) offer a verbal developmental theory for how Naming and other 
higher order operants (such as metaphors) might emerge. In their text, a verbal developmental 
pyramid outlining the necessary prerequisites to Naming as well as approaches for inducing them 
through multiple exemplar instruction are explained. Furthermore, Greer and Ross (2008) 
suggest that a joining of observational and production responses is necessary for higher order 
operants such as Naming and metaphors to emerge. Greer and Longano (2010) expand upon the 
relationship between the observational and production responses by suggesting that behaviors 
such as dance, music, and metaphorical responses emitted in poetry occur when individuals 
imitate or emulate a response they have observed through sight, sound, touch, taste, or smell then 
emit a variation of the imitated or emulated response in a novel situation. That is, they imitate the 
dance steps they observe another individual emit, duplicating a painting or sculpture, or 
reproduce musical phrases and sounds they have heard. Then, produce a variation of the imitated 
response in a new and different way. The reinforcement for these responses is thought to be 
automatic, not requiring another speaker or listener to mediate as the mediation occurs privately 
beneath the skin of the individual who serves as their own speaker/listener. However, when a 
response is verbal, the reinforcement is derived from the mediation between a listener/speaker. It 
is the correspondence between the speaker and listener therefore that is reinforcing. Metaphors, 
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therefore might be thought of as verbal since they require this speaker/listener exchange. Much 
like the observation and production responses mentioned above (dance, music, visual arts), 
metaphors also require an observing response to occur for both the speaker and the listener 
(Greer & Longano, 2010). Skinner (1957) suggests that the listener’s senses are extended by the 
speaker when an extended tact (metaphor) is emitted. Therefore, in order for the speaker’s 
behavior to be reinforced, the listener must have observed the tact through the sense in which the 
tact is being extended by the speaker. Thus, two things must be present in order for the listener to 
reinforce the speaker’s behavior. The listener and the speaker must both have the literal function 
of the tact in their repertoires as well as have a shared sensory experience. If both of these 
variables are present, then the tact may be extended for the listener through a joining of the 
observational and production responses created by the speaker and shared by the listener.  
COGNITIVE AND DEVELOPMENTAL PERSPECTIVES 
Cognitive and developmental research literatures have contributed the most to the pool of 
research on metaphors. These paradigms explain metaphors according to meaning as opposed to 
their function on a listener. 
Lakoff and Johnson (1980) provide a cognitive linguistic account of metaphors. In their 
work, the authors claim that metaphors are central to human thought and the development of 
language. Furthermore, according to Lakoff et al, metaphors shape how we perceive the world, 
how we think, how we relate to others, and what we do. This view differs from a behavior 
analytic view primarily because it discusses metaphors based on structure, not on how metaphors 
function on a listening audience. 
Barr, Blachowicz, Katz, and Kaufman (2002) define metaphor as a form of figurative 
language that extends the meaning of a word. In their description of metaphor they explain that it 
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is common that one word could function similarly within different contexts thus extending the 
meaning of a word. For example, the word dull could be used in various ways but with the same 
essential meaning. A dull knife is a knife that doesn’t cut well; a dull expression, meaning a 
person does not, or is unable to understand or react to something; a dull mind, means “slow, 
unintelligent”; a dull outfit, means an outfit that isn’t very stylish. While the word dull is used in 
different contexts, it has essentially the same core meaning. 
Extensions of ‘meaning” such as the ones previously noted are extremely frequent in the 
English language. Such extensions are closely related to metaphors as they consist of attributing 
a common property associated with one object to another unlike object. That is, comparisons are 
identified across different realms of experience. Extensions of meaning are not always metaphor 
(as in pure mind, pure water, pure heart, etc.) as they often specify the quality that is being 
imputed where metaphors merely liken one thing to another requiring the reader/listener to infer 
which property or properties are being shared by the other. When Romeo says “Two of the 
fairest stars in all of heaven…” (II, ii) while looking up at Juliet as she stands upon her balcony 
at night, the reader/listener must infer that he is talking about the beauty of Juliet’s eyes and not 
two stars in the sky above. 
There is a small pool of research regarding the comprehension of metaphors, much 
focuses on cognitive and developmental explanations. Asch and Nerlove (1960), studied 
children’s understanding of “double function” terms such as “hard,” “deep,” and “bright.” The 
researchers talked with participants who were of elementary school age, showing each a number 
of objects. Given an ice cube, wooden block, branch, powder puff, a cube of sugar, the 
participants were asked to pick an objects that showed the word “sweet.” Following this step, the 
participants were asked to identify objects that term described to see if they could identify the 
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physical properties. In the final step, the participants were asked to answer the question, “Are 
people sweet? Do you know any sweet people?” Results for the study showed that “sweet” was 
the only double function attribute to which the participants responded correctly. The older 
participants involved in the study “showed evidence of an increase in the use and understanding 
of the psychological sense of the terms” (p. 52). That is, these participants understood  the 
concept of dual function in comments such as, “Hard things and hard people are both 
unmanageable,” Gardner, Winner, Bechhofer, and Wolf (1978) conducted a study that included 
participants ranging in age from 3-12 years of age. In the study, the participants were asked 
about the literal meaning and figurative meaning of dual function words (e.g., “Are people cold? 
What do they say or do when they are cold?”). Results for the study showed that 7-8 year old 
children were unaware of connections between “psychological” and “physical” meanings (e.g., 
people who are unfriendly are “cold” because they don’t show emotion or expression much like 
an ice cube). Furthermore, results showed that by 9-10 years of age, children were more likely to 
make the psychological-physical connection, and by 11-12 years of age, they were capable of 
explaining meanings and connections (Gardner, Winner, Bechhofer, & Wolf, 1978). According 
to Gardner et al (1978), this pattern of development is consistent with the comprehension of 
metaphors. Children 8-9 years of age were able to match a picture to a statement “He has a very 
heavy heart” but could not paraphrase the statement (Gardner et al, 1978).  
Readence, Baldwin, and Rickman (1983) hypothesized that comprehension of 
expressions such as metaphors was related to individual vocabulary repertoires. The data showed 
that a person must be “sufficiently familiar” with the “vehicle” term to understand which of its 
characteristics are being compared to the “topic” (the thing being described). For example, in 
“his beard was sandpaper,” beard is the topic and sandpaper is the vehicle. That is, sandpaper is 
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the means for communicating the idea that the man’s beard was very rough. To grasp the 
metaphor, the listener must be familiar with the fact that most significant feature of sandpaper is 
how rough it is. The researchers found that the participants misinterpreted metaphors and 
similes, not connecting the necessary attribute and vehicle term. However, when given a list of 
attributes (including the one being ascribed) they were able to correct 77% of their responses. 
Skinner (1957) would argue that these studies suggest that students’ failure to understand 
metaphorical language are a result of an insufficient tact repertoire. Thus, if the attributes and 
“vocabulary” (tacts) were not probed prior to the start of the studies conducted, it is impossible 
to assess if the children involved in the study were truly able to interpret metaphors or if they 
were simply lacking the language necessary to do so. 
VERBALLY GOVERNED BEHAVIOR 
Verbally governed behavior, also known as rule governed, is any behavior that is under 
the control of a verbal environment (e.g. and algorithm) (Greer, 2002; Skinner, 1957; Vargas, 
1988). A checklist for completing a task, directions how to do something or put something 
together, rules outlining what people can or cannot do are all examples of verbally governed 
behavior that when followed grants or denies access to reinforcement. Verbally governed 
behavior (the result of either written or spoken antecedents) differs from contingency-shaped 
behavior in that contingency-shaped behavior is under the control of direct contingencies of the 
nonverbal environment. Contingency-shaped behavior is automatic and does not rely on a verbal 
stimulus to be executed (e.g. riding a bicycle) (Glenn, 1987; Vargas, 1988).  
In 1957, Skinner proposed the term rule-governed behavior (Vargas, 1988). Since rules 
are verbal stimuli, the term verbally governed is a more accurate term to describe the concept 
(Glenn, 1987; Skinner, 1986; Vargas, 1988). Glenn (1987) outlined three properties of rules: (a) 
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Rules are not discriminative stimuli, (b) rather a rule is a verbal stimulus; rules have “a 
controlling effectiveness and is a result of verbal behavior” (p.30), and (c) rules are contingency-
specifying stimuli that specify the contingent relations among events. 
Verbally governed behavior is pertinent to the acquisition of metaphors because 
metaphors are defined according to an algorithm. An algorithm is a type of rule. Mayer (1983) 
defined algorithm as a routine for solving a problem that always results in the correct answer. 
PEMDAS (Parentheses, Exponents, Multiply, Divide, Add, Subtract) is an example of an 
acronym that when followed in order serves as an algorithm for solving algebraic equations. The 
effects of algorithms as verbally governed stimuli on learning have been tested by Keohane and 
Greer (2005) and Marsico (1998). 
Marsico (1998) tested the effects of self-editing behavior (written algorithm) on the rate 
of correct and incorrect acquisition of math problems. In addition, she tested the effect of self-
editing on the latency between the initiation of a task and requesting help. The study consisted of 
six participants in grades 3-8 diagnosed with communication and/or learning difficulties. A self-
editing algorithm was given to the participants to use while solving multi-step problems such as 
in long division. Results for the study showed that the participants spent a greater amount of time 
working independently during the self-editing phase of the study than during baseline. 
Furthermore, the number of correct responses per minute increased during the self-editing phase. 
Thus a functional relationship between self-editing and learner independence as well as the rate 
of correct responses was established. 
Keohane and Greer (2005) used an algorithm, to instruct teachers how to solve student 
learning problems. The number of novel verbally governed decisions emitted by teachers as well 
as the number of learning objectives achieved by the students was measured prior to and 
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following implementation of a scientific algorithm. During the study, the teachers were taught 
how to use a strategic protocol consisting of a series of questions for the teachers when they were 
confronted with students’ learning problems. The results of the study showed that when the 
teachers began using the algorithm, the number correct instructional decisions increased thus 
increasing the number of learning objectives met by the students.  
FUNCTIONAL WRITING 
Skinner (1957) explains writing as an extension of the speaker role. Listeners reinforce 
speaker behavior. Thus, readers (listeners) reinforce writers (speakers). A major difference 
between writers and speakers is that the listening audience (reader) does not need to be present at 
the time a verbal response is emitted by the writer in order for the writer to receive 
reinforcement. The functional effect of the writer’s writing on a reader is what reinforces future 
responses from the writer. In behavior analysis, the writer immersion protocol uses the principles 
of verbal behavior and the establishing operation (Greer & Ross, 2008) to induce the functional 
component and improve the structural and aesthetic components of writing (Greer & Ross, 
2008). During writer immersion, all communication is done in writing (Greer, 2002; Greer & 
Ross, 2008). Typically, the structural components (capitalization, punctuation, spelling, etc.) are 
taught during a period of instruction in which all communication is delivered in writing between 
the instructor and the student. However, since students also need to acquire the function of 
writing, they must come in contact with the contingencies produced by how their writing affects 
a reader. Thus, a written product following criterion on set structural objectives can test the 
effect of the writer’s writing on a reader. This works best when there is an establishing operation 
involved such as acquisition of a specified reinforcer when the reader is able to complete 
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whatever might be designated by the writer’s written response (i.e., follow written directions for 
completing a task, draw a picture of something described by the writer, etc.)  
Writer immersion can be delivered in a classroom setting in various ways (Broto, 2011; 
Helou, Lai, & Sterkin, 2007; Jodlowski, 200; Madho, 1997; Reilly-Lawson & Greer, 2006; 
Visalli-Gold, 2005). One way would be to set aside a period of time where an instructor and 
students are not allowed to communicate vocally. All communication must be written thus 
establishing a need to write. If a student is to access anything in the classroom, she/he must write 
it down so that a reader can deliver the specified reinforcer. For example, if a student needs a 
pencil, she or he must write “May I have a pencil please?” and wait for the instructor to respond 
by giving her/him the pencil or by writing, “Yes you may.” 
Writer immersion may also be implemented by delivering learn units for a particular 
context such as producing a written set of directions that a peer reader must follow. In order for 
the peer reader to complete a designated task, the writer must produce a written response that 
functions to change the behavior of their peer reader. The writer rewrites her or his directions to 
the peer reader until the reader is able to accurately follow them and complete the designated 
task. Recent studies have added a peer-yoked contingency component as a motivating operation 
in order to increase the probability of the writing functioning to affect the behavior of the reader. 
The peer-yoked contingency can be implement while writer immersion is taking place so that the 
peer reader and the writer both earn reinforcement if the peer reader is able to complete a 
designated task outlined in the writer’s writing. Thus, the writer and reader are yoked to a 
common motivating operation. 
Broto (2011) used a functional writing protocol combined with a peer-yoked contingency 
on writing algorithms for math problems with second grade students. The participants served as 
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both readers and writers of mathematical algorithms. Participants jointly moved up on a game 
board if their partner was able to solve a math problem based on their writing the first time, 
otherwise the experimenter moved up. In order to win the game, the participants had to beat the 
experimenter to the top of the game board. Criterion for mastery was that the reader was able to 
solve the problem the first time without any subsequent rewrites by the writer for 5 problems 
with 100% accuracy. In the present study on metaphors, a yoke-contingency game board was 
employed in a similar manner as was in Broto’s (2011). 
Very little applied research in the field of behavior analysis exists regarding metaphors. 
Meincke-Matthews (2005) found that metaphorical responses could be induced in middle school 
age students using multiple exemplar instruction.  In the study, Meincke-Matthews rotated across 
speaker and listener repertoires of selecting and producing metaphors. The results of the study 
showed that multiple exemplar instruction was successful in inducing metaphorical responses in 
participants who previously were unable to produce metaphors. Meincke-Matthews used 
multiple exemplar instruction to rotate across the literal and figurative function of metaphors 
using selection and production repertoires. Meincke-Matthews induced the structural function of 
metaphors using multiple exemplar instruction however did not induce the emotional function.   
The present study uses multiple exemplar instruction differently than Meincke-Matthews 
(2005) study. In the present study, the participants rotate across reader and writer repertoires. 
Furthermore, the present study differs from Meincke-Matthews study in that the tacts in each 
metaphor were identified by the participant prior to producing a metaphor in an attempt to 
determine if the tact was necessary for the metaphor to have an emotional function on the 
listener. The purpose of the present study was to test the effects of multiple exemplar instruction 
on the induction and functionality of metaphors with 4th grade level students. The research 
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questions are as follows: Will multiple exemplar instruction across training sets induce the 
structure of metaphorical responses in 4th grade level students?  And, if the structure of 























Research Goals and Questions 
The purpose of the present study was to test the effects of multiple exemplar instruction 
on the induction and functionality of metaphors with 4th grade level students. The research 
questions are as follows: Will multiple exemplar instruction across training sets induce the 
structure of metaphorical responses in 4th grade level students?  And, if the structure of 


















EXPERIMENT 1: PILOT 
Method 
Participants 
The participants consisted of six 4th grade students. English was the primary language for 
five of the participants. For one of the participants, both English and Spanish were spoken at 
home with Spanish being the dominant language. The participant however had never been 
formally classified as an English Language Learner (ELL). Five of the participants were female 
and one was male who ranged in age from 9-yrs 3-months to 9-yrs 10-months. Standardized test 
scores for each participant are noted in Table 1 below. Verbal cusps and capabilities were 
assessed for each participant using the Verbal Behavior Developmental Assessment (VBDA) by 
Greer and Ross (2008) (See Table 2). Curriculum-based assessment was implemented according 
to state educational standards in all subject areas. 
The NJ ASK (New Jersey Assessment of Skills and Knowledge) is the standardized test 
administered statewide in New Jersey to measure individual progress towards meeting state 
standards for grades 3-5. Other measures used to determine intelligence within the participants' 
school district was the Naglieri Nonverbal Ability Test ® Second Edition (NNAT-2) (Pearson, 
2012). The NNAT-2 is a non-verbal measure of general ability that yields a norm-based score 
that can be used to determine who is likely to have advanced scholastic potential. Every student 
enrolled in the school district took both the NJ ASK and NNAT-2 at the end of every school year 
the year prior. Five of the participants (Participants CG, LA, BB, AO, LO) were on grade level in 
reading and one was slightly below (Participant WS), as measured by NJ ASK with Cronbach 
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Alpha scores of 0.81, 0.84, 0.87 for 3rd, 4th, and 5th grade respectively, these tests easily exceed 
the value of 0.70 which is commonly accepted as reliable (NJ DOE, 2012). The NJ ASK scores 
available for the participants were from the previous school year as the test had not yet been 
administered during the school year that the study was run. 
Table 1 
 







     Note. The NJ ASK is the New Jersey state standardized test administered annually. The   
    Naglieri is a test of visual/spatial relationships. 
 
The participants functioned on the reader/writer level of verbal development. Participants 
were assessed for verbal developmental cusps and capabilities by the classroom teacher prior to 
the start of the study according to the Greer and Ross (2008) protocols for such repertoires 









Participant   Age   Gender    Free/       Primary          Type of   Reading  Math Naglieri 
             Reduced    Language      Test   Scale   Scale      
    Lunch                    Score    Score 
 
  CG       9.6       F    No       English    NJASK    73 %   86 %     81% 
 
  WS       9.8       M    No       English    NJASK        68 %    77 %         77% 
            
  LA       9.3       F    No       English    NJASK    76 %    77 %         71% 
  
  BB       9.6       F   Yes       English    NJASK    71 %     80 %         94% 
 
  AO       9.7       F   Yes       Spanish    NJASK    72 %   84 %          79 % 
 
  LO       9.8       F    No       English    NJASK     72 %   84 %          69% 







Verbal Capabilities of Participants for Experiment 1 
 
Participant Verbal behavior developmental capabilities in repertoire 
 
CG 
textually responds at 157 correct words per minute with 0 errors; transcription/dictation; responds 
to own textual responding as a listener; listening to stories as a conditioned reinforcer; joint 




textually responds at 143 correct words per minute with 0 errors; transcription/dictation; responds 
to own textual responding as a listener; listening to stories as a conditioned reinforcer; joint 




textually responds at 146 correct words per minute with 0 errors; transcription/dictation; responds 
to own textual responding as a listener; listening to stories as a conditioned reinforcer; joint 




textually responds at 165 correct words per minute with 0 errors; transcription/dictation; responds 
to own textual responding as a listener; listening to stories as a conditioned reinforcer; joint 




textually responds at 167 correct words per minute with 0 errors; transcription/dictation; responds 
to own textual responding as a listener; listening to stories as a conditioned reinforcer; joint 




textually responds at 171 correct words per minute with 0 errors; transcription/dictation; responds 
to own textual responding as a listener; listening to stories as a conditioned reinforcer; joint 
stimulus control across saying/writing, technical writing effects reader’s behavior, Naming, 
observational learning 
 
The participants in Experiment 1 were selected from a 4th grade suburban elementary 
inclusion classroom located approximately 50 miles outside of a major metropolitan area. The 
school from which the participants were selected was a publicly funded, Title I school. A school 
qualifies for additional funding according to Title I, Part A of the Elementary and Secondary 
Education Act when 40% or more of the students are determined to be living at or below poverty 
level. Poverty level is determined by free or reduced meal counts, Aid for Dependent Children 
(AFDC), census, or Medicaid (United States Department of Education, 2011).   
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The Comprehensive Application of Behavior Analysis for Schooling (CABAS®) / 
Accelerated Independent Learner (AIL) model for general education (Greer and Ross, 2008) was 
implemented in the participants’ classroom. The CABAS® /AIL model of education is a research 
based, learner driven, behavioral approach that uses scientifically based procedures across all 
areas of student learning and performance. The model has served pre-kindergarten through grade 
five students in both general and special education. Participants in the present study were taught 
using the procedures and principles of this model. Students placed in the CABAS®/ AIL program 
are required to demonstrate advanced self-management skills. Some of these self-management 
skills include recording, graphing, and analyzing data that students gather on their own responses 
to academic and social behaviors and the responses of their peers. These self-management skills 
are taught to mastery at the beginning of each school year and performed across all subject areas 
on a daily basis. Students record data as well as classroom points earned on a personal data sheet. 
The experimenter conducted all baseline and treatment sessions in the CABAS®/AIL classroom. 
The classroom structure consisted of a student: teacher: teaching assistant ratio of 18:1:2. 
A token economy or point system was used throughout the classroom and the students were 
given points for completing academic tasks as well as for following the classroom rules, which 
they later traded in for backup reinforcers (i.e., computer time, games, independent reading, extra 
recess, stickers, drawing, Legos, etc.) throughout the experiment.  
Furthermore, the classroom was divided into four areas. One area consisted of 18 desks 
arranged in pods of 4 or 5. This area was where students completed individualized or large group 
instruction. The second area included a rectangular table that could seat 4-5 students and was 
located near the entrance of the classroom. Small group instruction was conducted at this table.  
The third area in the classroom was a designated leisure area filled with games, art supplies, toys, 
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and books. A hexagon table surrounded by 6 chairs and set atop a rug was also in this area of the 
classroom. Students exchanged points they earned for following the classroom rules and meeting 
academic goals to spend time in the leisure area. The fourth area of the classroom was comprised 
of three computers. The computers were arranged on a rectangular table situated against the 
classroom wall next to the teacher’s desk. The computers were used by the students as a resource 
for finding information as well as for leisure time. Above the computers were charts that listed 
classroom peer tutors, books the class had read together, and the elements of fiction and 
nonfiction texts. The teacher desk that was next to the computer was an area off limits to the 
students and contained curricular materials, papers, and office supplies used by the teacher and 
teaching assistant.  
During the sessions, the students not participating in the study worked on individual 
learning objectives at their individual desks or worked in small groups outside of the classroom 
in the hallway with a classroom teaching assistant. The participants used in the study were 
students who participated in small group instruction in a separate location and were not present 
during the baseline or treatment phase of the study which took place at the back of the classroom. 
Setting  
The experimental setting during the baseline and treatment phases was located at the 
small group instruction table within the classroom. The experimenter sat directly between the 
participants at the group instruction table. The participants faced each other and were permitted 







 The stimuli consisted of Set 1 probe stimuli (Table 3), Set 2 treatment stimuli (Tables 4-
5), Set 3 treatment stimuli (Tables 6-7), and the Novel Set of stimuli (Table 3). Participants were 
presented each set of stimuli unless s/he met criterion on Set 1 stimuli when returning to probe 
conditions. If the participants met criterion on the Set 1 probe stimuli following Set 2 treatment 
stimuli, they received probes for a novel set of stimuli. If the participants did not meet criterion 
on Set 1 stimuli following the Set 2 treatment phase, s/he went back to treatment condition and 
was presented with Set 3 stimuli. The participants alternated between treatment and probe stimuli 
until meeting criterion on the probe stimuli of at least 90% or above correct. If after meeting 
criterion on the Set 3 stimuli s/he met criterion on Set 1 probe stimuli, the Novel Set of stimuli 
was presented.  
 Stimuli were generated by the experimenter. The experimenter made a list of one-
hundred nouns, then randomly assigned nouns to the various sets in the order that the nouns were 
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Father and Son 
 
Papers on a 
Desk 
 











































































































































































































Response Definitions and Data Collection Procedure Dependent Variable 
Participants were probed at the start of the study for the structural function of metaphors. 
During the pre-probe sessions, the participants were presented one set of stimuli across two 
response types. There were 10 pictures that made up the Set 1 stimuli used during the probe 
conditions. The set consisted of subjects such as people, places, things, actions or activities and 
was presented on a 21.27 x 27.94 cm sheet of lined paper.  
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The first response type for the dependent variable consisted of the participants being taught 
the name/tact for each of the 10 stimuli. The tacts for Set 1 stimuli were taught to participants 
using learn units (Table 25). Learn units are interlocking operants (antecedent-behavior-
consequence) between a teacher and student that determine the future of both teacher and student 
behavior. The learn unit is a basic and valid measure of instruction, a strong predictor of 
successful educational outcomes in classrooms or experiments and an efficient means for 
teaching new operants and repertoires (Albers & Greer, 1991; Bahadourian, 2000; Emurian, 
2007; Emurian, Hu, Wang, & Durham, 2000; Greer, 2002; Greer & Hogin-McDonough, 1999; 
Greer, Keohane & Healy, 2002; Greenwood, Hart, Walker, & Risley, 1994; Greer, McCorkle, & 
Williams, 1989; Hogin, 1996; Ingham & Greer, 1992; Lamm & Greer, 1991; Selinske, Greer & 
Lodhi, 1991; Skinner, 1968). The antecedent for the tact during the dependent variable consisted 
of the presentation of the stimulus with the vocal verbal direction: "Say the name of the picture" 
(teacher behavior, student antecedent). Each time the participant correctly named the picture 
(student behavior, teacher consequence), a plus (+) was recorded on the data sheet and the 
participant was reinforced with verbal praise such as "Good!," "That's correct," or "Well done" 
(teacher behavior, student consequence). For incorrect responses (teacher antecedent, student 
behavior) the experimenter recorded a minus (-) on the data sheet and stated the correct name for 
the picture (teacher behavior, student consequence) followed by the participant echoing the 
correct response (student behavior, teacher consequence). Corrections were not reinforced with 
verbal praise.  
Once the participants could name 10/10 pictures correctly across 1 initial session, s/he moved 
on to the second probe condition. The second probe condition consisted of the participants being 


















Following the lesson, the participants were presented with Set 1 stimuli again (Table 6). 
The stimuli were presented in the same format as in the initial probe condition on a 21.27 x 27.94 
cm sheet of lined paper. At the top of the page were the directions: “Use the name of the picture 
in a metaphor.” Below each picture the participants were provided three horizontal lines the 
width of the page to write their responses. After the participants finished producing her/his 
 
A metaphor compares two things using the words "is", "was", or "were." For 
 example, if I wrote: 
The sky was an ocean that the clouds sailed across. 
I would be comparing the sky (underline) to the ocean (underline) by saying 
 that the sky was (double underline) something it was not. The sky cannot be the 
 ocean because it is something completely different. However, the sky and the 
 ocean are both big and blue and like boats move across water, clouds can move 
 across the sky. The sky is not made of water in the same way that the ocean is 
 but I can compare them because of other traits they have in common. A 
 metaphor compares two things by saying that one thing "is" or "was" 
 something else. 
If I wrote: 
The dog is a jack-in-the-box when it becomes excited. 
I would be comparing the dog (underline) to a jack-in-the-box (underline) by 
 saying the dog is (double underline) something it really cannot be. However, 
 the dog jumps and a jack-in-the box jumps so I can compare them because they 
 have that quality in common. 
 
 Last example. If I wrote: 
 
His nose was a whistle that blew when he snored. 
 
I would be comparing his nose (underline) to a whistle (underline) by saying 
the nose was (double underline) something it really wasn't. However, noses can 
sound like whistles so I can compare them because noses and whistles both can 




responses, the responses were scored using an algorithm (Table 9) to determine if they were 
metaphors. Responses that were scored using the algorithm were not consequated during the 
dependent variable. 
Table 9 
Algorithm Used to Score Participant Responses During Experiment 1 
Is the response a fact? Is the response literal? 
 
Yes  _______  (STOP!) 
No    _______  
 
Yes  _______     (STOP!) 
No    _______        
Did the writer use “is”, “was”, 
or “are” to compare 2 things? 
What 2 things are being 
compared? 
 
Yes  _______         




How does the writer think the 2 
things are alike? 









Using the algorithm, the experimenter first determined if the response was a fact. If the 
response was a fact, it was determined to be literal and a minus (-) was recorded on the 
experimenters’ data sheet. For example, if the participant was presented with the picture of an 
apple and responded by saying, “The apple was crisp,” the response would be categorized as a 
fact because apples are indeed crisp. Thus, a minus would be recorded as the response was not a 
metaphor since metaphors are not literal. If the participant responded by saying: “The girl’s 
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cheeks were rosy apples,” the experimenter would proceed to the next question in the algorithm 
because the response was not a fact as a girl’s cheeks are not literally apples.  
If the response was not a fact, and was not literal, the experimenter then determined if 
two things were being compared using the words "is," "was," or "were". For example, if the 
participant responded by saying “The apple was a horse,” or "The girl's cheeks were rosy 
apples," the experimenter could determine that s/he compared two things using "is," "was," or 
"were." That is, in both cases the experimenter can see that "apple" is being compared to "horse" 
using the word was and "the girl's cheeks" were being compared to "rosy apples" using the word 
were. If the experimenter could determine two things being compared, she would identify what 
the two things were by writing them on the algorithm. If the experimenter could not identify two 
things being compared a minus (-) was recorded and the response was determined to not be a 
metaphor. If two things were being compared but the experimenter could not determine how they 
were alike as in the example "The apple was a horse," a minus (-) was recorded and the response 
was determined not to be a metaphor. If two things were being compared, and the experimenter 
could determine how the two things were alike as in "The girl's cheeks were rosy apples," a plus 
(+) was recorded and the response was determined to have the structural components of a 
metaphor. None of the responses were reinforced or corrected during the 2nd probe condition. 
Participants qualified for the study if they scored 6/10 or below. 
A written probe was conducted as a dependent measure to test for the function of 
metaphors on a reader/listener. The written probe was given prior to the start of the study and 
following mastery of each treatment set and the novel set. The written probe consisted of a 
written prompt presented on a 21.7 x 27.94 cm lined paper. The directions for the prompt were 
written at the top of the paper in bold print. The participants were told: "Read the directions 
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silently while I read them aloud." The directions were then read to the participants. The 
directions were as follows: "Experience the piece of fruit in front of you using your five senses 
(see, smell, taste, touch, hear). Next describe the fruit in writing without using the name of the 
fruit in your description. Describe the fruit (kiwi) so that the person reading your description can 
experience the fruit the same as you through your writing. Raise your hand when you are 
finished writing." Each participant was given a kiwi, a plastic knife, and a spoon so that s/he 
could experience the fruit prior to responding to the written prompt. Participants were given 
unlimited time to complete the written response to the prompt.  
Response Definitions and Data Collection Procedure Independent Variable 
The intervention phase of the study consisted of 2 new sets of pictures (Tables 6-7) 
presented in the form of learn units (Tables 10, 25) (Albers & Greer, 1991; Bahadourian, 2000; 
Emurian, 2007; Emurian, Hu, Wang, & Durham, 2000; Greer, 2002; Greer & Hogin-
McDonough, 1999; Greer, Keohane & Healy, 2002; Greenwood, Hart, Walker, & Risley, 1994; 
Greer, McCorkle, & Williams, 1989; Hogin, 1996; Ingham & Greer, 1992; Lamm & Greer, 
1991; Selinske, Greer & Lodhi, 1991; Skinner, 1968). Within each of the intervention sets of 
stimuli, there were 5 “target” stimuli. Each of the target stimuli were presented with 5 
comparison stimuli that shared one or more properties with the target stimulus. Each target 
stimulus was presented simultaneously with 5 comparison stimuli on a power point slide (Table 
10).  Thus, with each opportunity to respond, there were a total of 6 pictures. One of the pictures 
was the target stimulus, and the other 5 pictures were “comparison” opportunities that the 
participants could choose from to produce a written metaphor. Participants wrote their responses 
on a 21.27 x 27.94 cm sheet of paper in a bound notebook. Each participant had his/her own 
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notebook. All previous responses were masked from the participant’s view prior to responding to 
new antecedents by covering them with a sheet of blank paper.  
Table 10 
Sample Learn Unit on PowerPoint® Slide 
Sample Learn Unit 
Antecedent:   
“What is it?” 
(Moon) 
Antecedent:   
 “What is it?” 
(Onion) 
Antecedent:   
“What is it?” 
(Finger 
Nails) 
Antecedent:   
“What is it?” 
(Teeth) 
Antecedent:   













Antecedent:   




During the intervention phase, the participants were put into pairs to create a peer-yoked 
contingency. A game board was used where the participants competed on a team against the 
experimenter to reach the top first and access a chosen reinforcer. The reinforcer was decided 
upon prior to the start of each session. The peers rotated serving as a writer and a reader for the 
other’s metaphors. In order to move up on the game board, the reader had to abstract the 
common property being used to extend the stimulus class in the metaphor created by their peer. 
In order to determine if the writer had produced a metaphor and abstracted the common property, 
the reader followed the algorithm created by the experimenter (Table 9). Participants sat across 
from each other at a rectangular table with the experimenter between them. Participants were 
allowed to choose which side of the experimenter they wanted to sit on each session. The 
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experimenter decided prior to the start of the study that the participant sitting to the left of the 
experimenter always went first. 
Both participants recorded data for their own responses and the responses of their peer by 
recording a plus (+) for correct responses and a minus (-) for incorrect responses on the 
algorithm table (Table 9) each time a metaphor was written. After the participants recorded the 
data for each response, the experimenter went through each step of the algorithm and 
consequated the responses of the peer scorer. If the writer correctly recorded a plus, the 
experimenter reinforced the participant’s response with verbal praise and points. If the peer 
writer incorrectly recorded a plus, the experimenter explained why the response was a minus and 
modeled a correction, which the writer transcribed. If the reader scored the response incorrectly, 
s/he would circle the incorrect “+” or “-“ and write the correct symbol next to it. For example, if 
the response was not a fact and/or was not literal, the experimenter would present the definitions 
of what a fact was ("A fact can be tested or proven") or what literal was ("A proven fact") and 
underline the part of the sentence that did not make it a fact and/or literal. The experimenter 
would then produce a correct example, which the writer would transcribe and read aloud. If a 
written response did not use “is,” “was,” or “were” to compare 2 things, the experimenter would 
write a sentence that used the target picture and one of the comparison pictures using “is,” “was,” 
or “are.” The writer would transcribe the correction and then read it aloud. If the reader scored 
the response incorrectly, s/he would circle the incorrect “+” or “-“ and write the correct symbol 
next to it. If the reader could not identify the two things being compared and their common 
properties, the experimenter would write the two things being compared and/or the common 
property which the reader would transcribe. If the writer and reader’s comparisons and/or 
common properties did not match, the data that the writer and reader recorded would be checked 
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and corrected after circling incorrect data symbols. If the reader did not abstract the comparison 
being made by the writer, even though the writer may have produced a metaphor, the 
experimenter would move up on the game board. However, if the reader abstracted the common 
property and a metaphor was written, the peers’ game piece moved up and a plus “+” was 
recorded on the experimenter’s data sheet. 
The criterion for mastery of the treatment set was 9/10 across one session for each writer. 
Upon reaching criterion, the participants returned to the probe conditions to see if metaphors had 
emerged. If the participants’ responses to the probe set were below criterion, he/she returned to 
the intervention phase again and were presented with a new set of pictures (Set 3.) Following 
mastery of each intervention stage, the participants returned to probe conditions and back to 
intervention if 90% or above was not present. If one participant reached criterion before the 
other, the participant was immediately probed but continued on with her/his peer under the 
mastered set until the peer reached criterion. Upon reaching criterion on metaphorical responses 
to the probe set of pictures, a novel set was presented. 
 




A non-concurrent multiple probe design across dyads was used to test the effects of the 
rotation of listener and speaker responses on the emergence of metaphors (Table 11). In this 
design, the participants were all probed simultaneously at the start of the study for the presence 
of absence of the structure and function metaphors. The participants were then paired with 
another participant for the duration of the study and probed again prior to the implementation of 
the first treatment phase to determine a steady state of baseline. After meeting a criterion of 90% 
or above on each treatment set, the participants returned to probe conditions to determine if the 
structure and function of metaphors had emerged. If criterion under probe conditions was below 
90%, the participants returned to treatment conditions. If a criterion of 90% or above was present 
under probe conditions, a novel set of stimuli were presented.  
Table 11 
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 Assessment of agreement as conducted for 100% of the pre and post probes and 50% of 
treatment sessions. A second and third scorer were trained prior to scoring the participants' 
written metaphors produced during pre/post probe and treatment sessions. Prior to scoring the 
participants' written metaphors, the second and third scorers scored sample metaphors and non-
metaphors collected from individuals eliminated from the study because they were able to 
produce structural metaphors or were missing prerequisite functional writing skills. The training 
consisted of providing the second and third scorers with three sample responses (metaphors and 
non-metaphors). The second and third scorers scored the responses with the experimenter using 
the response definitions outlined in the study. Following the three sample responses that were 
jointly scored, three additional sample responses were provided which the scorers scored 
independently. Criterion for independence occurred when the second and third scorers scored 
three consecutive individuals’ responses correctly. Following criterion for scoring the sample 
responses, the second and third scorers were permitted to score treatment session responses and 
pre/post probe responses for the participants taking part in the study simultaneously with the 
experimenter. 
 When simultaneously scoring participant responses, the experimenter and the second 
scorer sat on opposite sides of the participant with at least 1-meter apart. The experimenter and 
the second scorer recorded data on clip boards and masked responses with a cover sheet. At the 
end of each session, the experimenter and the second scorer compared their data for point to 









Participant Pre Probe  Post-Probe 1  Post-Probe 2  Novel  
              Agreement   Agreement   Agreement    Set 
  
   CG     100%        100%        100%     90% 
   WS     100%         90%      100%     90% 
   LA     100%         90%             NA      90% 
   BB       90%           100%        NA     90% 
   AO     100%                    80%             90%      90% 




Interscorer Agreement for Experimenter and Second Scorer for Probe Sessions Mean and Range 



















Interscorer Agreement for the Experimenter and the Second Scorer for Treatment Sessions for 
Experiment 1 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
     
          Participant     Session 1  
        Treatment 
        Agreement 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
  
                               CG             95% 
 
        WS          95% 
 
        LA             100% 
  
        BB                  95% 
 
                               AO          100% 
 




Interscorer Agreement for the Experimenter and the Second Scorer for Treatment Sessions Mean 











 The writing preference assessment required five scorers naive to the purpose of the study. 
There were a total of four written probes produced by each of the six participants. One of the 
four probes was the initial pre-probe given at the start of the treatment phase. This initial probe 
was photocopied and paired with each of the post probes. The names and dates of the 
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participants were masked on all of the probes as well as whether the probe was a pre or post 
probe measure. Once the probes were paired, a coin was flipped to determine which probe was 
presented first. If the experimenter flipped the coin and it was heads, the pre-probe was presented 
first. If the experimenter flipped the coin and it was tails, the post-probe was presented first. As 
the order of the probe presentation was determined the pairs were stapled together. Since the 
scorers saw the pre-probe across four presentations, the experimenter dispersed foil sets 
throughout that included post-probes paired with other post-probes. Similar to the target pairs, 
the foil sets were randomly assigned. There were a total of four foil sets that the scorers scored 
where post-probes were compared to other post probes. Finally, the probes were presented to the 
scorers with the vocal verbal direction: "Read the passages and score the passage you like best as 
a '1' and the one you like least as a '0' by writing your score at the top of each passage." All foil 
set scores were discarded and agreement was calculated between the scorers and the 
experimenter for the target pair of probes. Finally, the predicted outcome was compared to the 
observed outcome through x². 
Results 
 The structural effect of metaphors on a peer reader can be found in Figure 2. Results 
showed that the structure of metaphors emerged across all six participants. Baseline measures 
showed that none of the participants were proficient in producing the structure of metaphors 
prior to intervention. Participant LA produced 1 structural metaphor during the initial probe 
session however did not produce any when probed a second time. None of the other participants 
produced metaphors prior to the intervention phase of the study. 
 Following a criterion of 9/10 correct across 1 initial session for the first phase of multiple 
exemplar instruction across reading and writing metaphors (Set 2), participants returned to 
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baseline conditions (Set 1). When participants were probed following the mastery of Set 2 
stimuli, Participant CG emitted 4 metaphors, WS emitted 1 metaphor, LA emitted 9 metaphors, 
BB emitted 9 metaphors, AO emitted 4 metaphors, and LO emitted 7 metaphors. LA and BB met 
the predetermined criterion of 9/10 correct after the first treatment phase and were immediately 
probed using a novel set of stimuli to test for transference. Participants CG, WS, AO, and LO 
scored below 9/10 correct during post probe conditions (Set 2) and thus returned to treatment 
conditions with a new set of stimuli (Set 3). Following the second phase of multiple exemplar 
instruction across reading and writing metaphors the remaining participants (Participants CG, 
WS, AO, and LO) all emitted 9/10 correct when they returned to baseline conditions (Set 1). 
The participants were immediately probed using a novel set of stimuli after meeting 
criterion (9/10 correct across 1 session) on Set 2 or Set 3 treatment stimuli. Results for the novel 
set of stimuli showed that all of the participants could produce structural metaphors. When 
presented with the novel set of stimuli, Participant CG produced 10/10 correct, WS produced 
7/10 correct, LA produced 8/10 correct, BB produced 10/10 correct, AO produced 9/10 correct, 
and LO produced 8/10 correct.  
 In addition to the structural metaphor probe, the participants were asked to produce a 
written response during baseline and following the first treatment phase of the study, and again 
following the novel set of stimuli to test for the emergence of metaphors. Similes and metaphors 
both fall under the metaphorical extension definition provided in Skinner’s 1957 account of 
verbal behavior (Table 24). Since participants showed that similes were present prior to the start 
of the study but metaphors were not, metaphors were the target of the present study. Figure 3 
shows the number of similes and metaphors emitted by each participant pre and post multiple 
exemplar instruction across reading and writing metaphors. Prior to multiple exemplar 
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instruction across reading and writing, none of the participants emitted a single metaphor under 
baseline conditions. Participant CG emitted 1 metaphor following criterion (9/10 correct across 1 
session) on Set 2 treatment stimuli however did not emit any others during the written response 
condition for the remainder of the study. None of the other participants emitted a single metaphor 
during the written response condition.  
 The participants emitted many similes during the written probe condition. During the first 
baseline probe, Participant CG emitted 2 similes, Participant WS emitted 2 similes, Participant 
LA emitted 3 similes, Participant BB emitted 5 similes, Participant AO emitted 5 similes, and 
Participant LO emitted 5 similes. The second baseline probe showed that Participant CG emitted 
3 similes, Participant WS emitted 0 similes, Participant LA emitted 2 similes, Participant BB 
emitted 3 similes, Participant AO emitted 2 similes, and Participant LO emitted 1 simile. When 
the participants were probed after the first treatment phase of the study (Set 2 stimuli), 
Participant CG emitted 2 similes, Participant WS emitted 4 similes, Participant LA emitted 3 
similes, Participant BB emitted 5 similes, Participant AO emitted 1 similes, and Participant LO 
emitted 1 simile. Following Set 3 stimuli all of the participants were probed again, Participant 
CG emitted 4 similes, Participant WS emitted 4 similes, Participant AO emitted 1 similes, and 
Participant LO emitted 2 similes. Participants LA and BB did not receive Set 3 stimuli as they 
met criterion after Set 2. However, the participants completed an additional probe following the 
completion of Set 2 stimuli so that the number of probes were balanced across participants when 
writing samples were presented to collect preference assessment results. Results for the 
additional writing probe showed that Participant LA and BB both emitted 4 similes. 
The results for how the participants’ written response functioned to affect a panel of 
naive readers was analyzed using a x² analysis (Table 16). With five scorers rating each 
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participant, the null hypothesis would predict that half the time the pre-probe writing sample 
would be rated as superior to the post-probe sample. Thus, on average, the expected value (f/e) 
of the ratings for each participant would be 2.5. The observed frequencies (f/o) were computed 
and chi square statistics were calculated for each of the post-probe comparisons (Table 17). As 
there were six participants, there were five degrees of freedom in each case. The critical value for 
a P = <.05 significance level in this case is 11.07. The values for Post 1 through Post 3 
comparisons respectively, are 7.85, 3.00, and 3.00. Thus, there appear to be no statistically 





















Figure 2. Figure 2 shows the number of structural metaphors emitted by Participants CG, WS, LA, 
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Figure 3. Figure 3 shows the number of similes and metaphors emitted by Participants CG, WS, 
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 X² Outcomes for Written Probes in Experiment 1 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Participant  Probe 1   Probe 2    Novel Probe 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
      CG     0.10      0.90          0.10 
 
      WS     2.50      0.10          0.90 
 
       LA     0.10      0.10          0.10 
 
       BB     2.50      0.10          0.90 
 
       AO     2.50      0.90          0.90 
 
       LO     0.90      0.90          0.90 
 
Discussion 
Results showed that the structure of metaphors emerged as a result of multiple exemplar 
instruction across all six participants. However, the function of metaphors on the intended 
audience was not effectively measured by the written probes. The participants were not asked to 
use metaphors in their written responses resulting in only one metaphor being emitted across all 
of the participants and probes. A x ² analysis was run and did not find there to be significance 
between the predicted and observed responses (Table 16).    
 The results of Experiment 1 were consistent with Meincke-Matthews’ (2005) results. 
Multiple exemplar instruction functioned to induce the structure of metaphorical responses in 4 th 
grade level students however did not adequately test the extended tact function on a listening 
audience. Meincke-Matthews (2005) did not induce the extended tact function of metaphors 
either. Therefore, Experiment 2 was designed so that a reader identified a target emotion that a 
writer intended to evoke with her/his written metaphor. The purpose of Experiment 2 was to 
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address what Meincke-Matthews (2005) and Experiment 1 of the present study failed to do 




























In Experiment 1 the procedure used did teach the structure of metaphors as a function of multiple 
exemplar instruction across reader and writer responses but did not have an intervention to evoke 
emotion. That is, the functional effect of metaphors (e.g., extended tact function) on an audience 
was not induced as a result of the structure of metaphors being induced. The purpose of 
Experiment 2 was to test a protocol designed to establish the extended tact function of the 
metaphor on a reader. In Experiment 2, minor changes to the design, dependent variables, 
setting, and materials were made. New participants were recruited who had the structural 
function of metaphors in repertoire but did not have the functional effect (e.g., extended tact). 
The research question for Experiment 2 was as follows: Can multiple exemplar instruction across 
reader and writer repertoires induce the emotional functional effect of metaphors when the 
emotional function is predetermined, if the structural function of metaphors previously exists in 
participant repertoires? 
Participants 
The participants consisted of six 5th grade students. English was the primary language for 
all of the participants. All six of the participants were female and 11 years of age. Standardized 
test scores for each participant are noted in Table 19 below. The same standardized tests 
administered in Experiment 1 were administered to participants in Experiment 2. Furthermore, 
the VDBA (Greer & Ross, 2008) was also administered to determine cusps and capabilities in 
participant repertoires (Table 17). 
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A major difference between the participants in Experiment 1 and the participants in 
Experiment 2 were the settings from which the participants were selected. All of the participants 
from Experiment 1 were selected from a classroom implementing the CABAS®/AIL model. 
During Experiment 2 however only Participants EB and LR were instructed in the 
CABAS®/AIL classroom setting. Participants GM, NC, JM, and FC were instructed outside of 
the CABAS®/AIL model in general education classrooms. All of the participants were 
recommended as potential candidates for the study by their individual classroom teachers 
because they were thought to have the structure of metaphors in repertoire.  
Prior to the start of the study, the participants were probed to see if metaphors were in 
repertoire. If the participants produced 20 metaphors for 20 target stimuli they were tested to see 
if the extended tact function was present (see Response Definitions and Procedures below). If the 
extended tact function was not present, the participants were selected as candidates for the stu 
Table 17 
















Note. The NJ ASK (2012) is the New Jersey state standardized test administered annually. The 
NNAT-2 is a non-verbal ability  
Demographics 
Participant   Age   Gender    Free/       Primary          Type of   Reading  Math Naglieri 
             Reduced    Language      Test   Scale   Scale      
    Lunch                    Score    Score 
 
  GM       11       F    No       English    NJASK     81%   85%     90% 
 
  NC       11       f    No       English    NJASK        78%    99%            65% 
            
  JM       11       F    No       English    NJASK     81%    100%         88% 
  
  FC       11       F    No       English    NJASK     81%     85%           79% 
 
  EB       11       F    No       Spanish    NJASK     77%   94%           96% 
 
  LR       11       F    No       English    NJASK     78%   80%           73% 







Verbal Capabilities of Participants in Experiment 2 
 
Participant Verbal behavior developmental capabilities in repertoire 
 
GM 
textually responds at 177 correct words per minute with 0 errors; transcription/dictation; responds 
to own textual responding as a listener; listening to stories as a conditioned reinforcer; joint 




textually responds at 210 correct words per minute with 0 errors; transcription/dictation; responds 
to own textual responding as a listener; listening to stories as a conditioned reinforcer; joint 




textually responds at 203 correct words per minute with 0 errors; transcription/dictation; responds 
to own textual responding as a listener; listening to stories as a conditioned reinforcer; joint 




textually responds at 189 correct words per minute with 0 errors; transcription/dictation; responds 
to own textual responding as a listener; listening to stories as a conditioned reinforcer; joint 




textually responds at 185 correct words per minute with 0 errors; transcription/dictation; responds 
to own textual responding as a listener; listening to stories as a conditioned reinforcer; joint 




textually responds at 190 correct words per minute with 0 errors; transcription/dictation; responds 
to own textual responding as a listener; listening to stories as a conditioned reinforcer; joint 




The setting was the same in Experiment 2 as in Experiment 1. All experimental probes 
and treatment sessions took place in a 4th grade CABAS®/AIL classroom. The participants who 
took part in the study came to the 4th grade CABAS®/AIL classroom each day at a scheduled 







 The materials used in Experiment II were similar to those used in Experiment I with a 
few exceptions (Tables 19-21). Set 1 stimuli remained the same however the treatment sets 
changed. Changes to stimuli needed to be made so that the participants could produce metaphors 
that evoked target emotions. For the treatment stimuli, the experimenter made a list of nouns, and 
five target emotions. The nouns rotated across the five target emotions during the treatment 
phase of the study so that the nouns were presented with a different target emotion each time to 
prevent a practice effect. The sets were counterbalanced across participants and therefore the 


















Dependent Variable Stimuli for Experiment 2 
Set 1: 
 Probe Stimuli 














































































Independent Variable Target Stimuli and Emotions for Experiment 2 

































Response Definitions and Data Collection Procedure Dependent Variable 
Similar to Experiment 1, participants were probed at the start of the study to determine if 
the structure and function of metaphors were in their repertoire. However, during the pre-
intervention sessions in Experiment 2, the participants were presented with one set of stimuli 
across three response types. The first two response types were the same as in Experiment 1 
(name the picture, write a metaphor). The third response type consisted of writing metaphors to 
evoke target emotions. Individuals were eliminated from the study prior to the third response 
type if they did not have the structural function of metaphors in repertoire as was determined by 
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the second response type in the dependent variable. The structural function of metaphors was 
considered in repertoire if the individual could produce 9/10 metaphors for Set 1 stimuli. Writing 
structurally correct metaphors was a pre-experimental requisite for participants. Candidates who 
could produce 9/10 correct responses or higher, proceeded to the third response type within the 
study which tested if the participant could write metaphors to evoke a target emotion. For the 
third response type, the participants were presented Set 1 stimuli the same way as for the second 
response type however a target emotion such as happy, sad, angry, scared, etc. was written and 
underlined below each picture stimulus. The participants were given the written directions: 
"Write a metaphor so that the person reading it can identify the underlined emotion after reading 
what you write." The example below was provided by the experimenter: 
  
Exhausted 
The girl was a wilted flower after a long day at work. 
 
The table of faces with the target emotions was shown to the participants and the emotion 
"Exhausted" was circled.  The participants were then told that they could begin. 
When the participants completed the probe for condition 3 of the dependent variable their 
responses were scored by the experimenter and a second scorer. The second scorer was one of 
the two teaching assistants that worked in the classroom. If the participants’ metaphor functioned 
to evoke the target response from the reader, a plus (+) was recorded. If the participant’s 
response did not function to evoke the target response, a minus (-) was recorded. Participants 
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were chosen for the study if 60% or more of their responses failed to evoke the target response 
from the reader. 
Response Definitions and Data Collection Procedure Independent Variable 
New stimuli were used during the treatment phase of the study (Table 20) and presented 
in the form of learn units (Table 25) (Albers & Greer, 1991; Bahadourian, 2000; Emurian, 2007; 
Emurian, Hu, Wang, & Durham, 2000; Greer, 2002; Greer & Hogin-McDonough, 1999; Greer, 
Keohane & Healy, 2002; Greenwood, Hart, Walker, & Risley, 1994; Greer, McCorkle, & 
Williams, 1989; Hogin, 1996; Ingham & Greer, 1992; Lamm & Greer, 1991; Selinske, Greer & 
Lodhi, 1991; Skinner, 1968). Stimuli were counterbalanced across participants. The new sets 
consisted of five ‘target’ pictures. Each target picture was presented with five ‘comparison’ 
pictures. Each target picture and its five comparisons were presented on one Power Point® slide 
along with a target emotion and the antecedent: “Name the pictures.” If participants correctly 
named the pictures the experimenter recorded a plus (+) on the data sheet and reinforced the 
participant following each response with verbal praise (“Good!,” “That’s right!,” “You got it,” 
etc.) If the participants incorrectly named the picture, the experimenter corrected the participant 
by stating the correct name of the picture which the participant echoed back. A minus (-) was 
recorded for incorrectly identifying pictures. Verbal praise was not offered for incorrect 
responses. Before moving on to writing a metaphor, the participants had to tact the target and 
comparison stimuli on each power point slide with 100% accuracy.  
After accurately identifying the stimuli, the participants were given the direction: “Write 
a metaphor using (target picture) and one of the pictures above it to evoke the underlined 
emotion. Write the metaphor so that it causes the reader to respond with the underlined 
emotion.” Similar to Experiment I, participants were paired to create a peer yoked contingency. 
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Participants sat across from each other at a rectangular table with the experimenter between 
them. Participants were allowed to choose which side of the experimenter they wanted to sit on 
each session. The experimenter decided prior to the start of the study that the participant sitting 
to the left of the experimenter always went first. A game board was used (Figure 1) where the 
participants competed on a team against the experimenter to reach the top first and access a 
chosen reinforcer. The reinforcer was identified prior to the start of each session by the 
participants stating what they wished to earn if they beat the experimenter to the top of the game 
board. A picture of what the participants and the experimenter were competing to win was posted 
at the top of the game board. The peers rotated serving as a writer and a reader for each other’s 
metaphors. In order to move up on the game board, the reader had to circle the picture of the 
target emotion that the writer intended to evoke (Figure 4). So that the participant readers were 
not trained to select the same target emotion for a particular stimulus with each presentation of 
that stimulus, the target emotion rotated across the emotions that the reader was permitted to 
select from. Thus, with each presentation of a particular picture stimulus, the writer had to 
produce a new metaphor that would function to evoke one of the five target emotions from the 
reader. The visual antecedent presented to the participant writer was always masked from the 
participant reader. Correct responses were metaphors that functioned to evoke the target emotion 
from the reader. That is, if the participant reader circled the target emotion that was presented in 
the antecedent to the participant writer, then the metaphor was considered a correct response. A 
plus (+) was recorded for these responses only if the metaphor evoked the target emotion, 




         Excited     Angry     Sad          Happy      Exhausted 
Figure 4. Figure 4 shows the panel of target emotions used by the reader to determine the 
functional effect of the writer’s metaphors. 
 
Both participants recorded data for their own responses and the responses of their peer by 
recording a plus (+) for correct responses and a minus (-) for incorrect responses. If a written 
response was not a metaphor, the experimenter would not present the writer's response to the 
reader until it was corrected. The same correction used in Experiment 1 was used in Experiment 
2 using the algorithm found in Table 9. If the participant serving as the reader did not select the 
target emotion that the writer intended to evoke from the written metaphor s/he produced, the 
experimenter moved up on the game board. Regardless of whether the experimenter agreed or 
disagreed with the participant reader on if the writer’s metaphor functioned to evoke the target 
emotion, the participant reader determined if the metaphor functioned or not as s/he was the 
intended audience. As a correction, the experimenter gave the participant a second opportunity to 
evoke the target emotion from the participant/reader. The experimenter asked the participant 
writer, "How could you write the metaphor to better show the target emotion? Are there words or 
actions that might make the reader more likely to select the emotion you intended?" The 
participant writer then produced a corrected version of the metaphor. If the corrected metaphor 
did not produce the target emotion, the participant reader was given the opportunity to help the 
participant writer produce a corrected metaphor. The purpose of this collaboration between the 
writer and the reader was to help the writer come under the control of his/her audience and their 
response to the metaphor. There was no reinforcement for the corrected metaphor by the 
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experimenter. Following a reinforced response on the game board or a corrected response by the 
participants, the participants switched roles as writer and reader. 
The criterion for mastery of the treatment set of tact stimuli was five consecutive correct 
responses for each writer. Upon reaching criterion, the participants returned to the probe 
conditions to see if the extended tact function had emerged. If the participants’ responses to the 
probe set were below 90% accuracy, he/she returned to the intervention phase again and were 
presented with a new set of tacts. Following mastery of each intervention stage, the participants 
returned to probe conditions and back to intervention if 90% correct responses or above were not 
present. If one participant reached 90% or above before the other, the participant who had met 
criterion was immediately probed but continued on with his/her peer under the mastered set until 
the peer reached criterion. Participants worked with the same peer across all treatment sessions. 
Upon reaching 90% or above on the extended tact function for the probe set of tacts, a novel set 
was presented. 
Design 





































































































 A second scorer was trained prior to scoring participant responses to extended tacts. The 
second scorer was a teaching assistant in the classroom where the experiment was being 
conducted. The training consisted of sample responses collected from individuals not 
participating in the study. The second scorer scored three sample responses with the 
experimenter using the response definitions outlined in the study. Following the three sample 
responses that were jointly scored, three additional sample responses were provided which the 
scorers scored independently. Criterion for scoring independence was when the second scorer 
scored three consecutive sample responses that agreed with the experimenter. Following criterion 
for scoring the sample responses, the second scorer was permitted to score pre/post probe 
responses for the participants taking part in the study.   
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 The same algorithm used by both the experimenter and the participants was used by the 
second scorer. The probe responses were scored in a separate location and point to point 
correspondence was assessed once all of the probes were scored by both the experimenter and 
the second scorer. If disagreement occurred between the experimenter and the second scorer it 
did not impact the participants' reaching criterion as the experimenter and participant serving as 
the reader determined if responses were correct or incorrect based on the algorithm during the 
course of each session. The agreement for individual participants as well as the mean and range 
across participants are outlined in Tables 22-23. 
Table 22 
Interscorer Agreement Mean and Range for Participants in Experiment 2 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
     Participant           Pre Probe     Post-Probe      Novel 
                  Agreement                 Agreement       Set 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
          GM          90%          90%       80% 
 
          NC          95%         100%      100% 
 
          JH          75%          90%      100% 
 
          FC          85%          90%      100% 
 
          EB          85%          90%      100% 
 





















 The emotional function of metaphors on a reader or rather the extended tact function can 
be found in Figure 5. Baseline conditions showed that all of the participants produced metaphors 
that evoked a target emotion from a reader but none for more than 6/10 response opportunities. 
During the initial baseline probe, Participant GM evoked the target emotion for 4/10 responses, 
Participant NG evoked the target emotion for 5/10, Participant JH evoked the target emotion for 
5/10 responses, Participant FC evoked the target emotion for 3/10 responses, Participant EB 
evoked the target emotion for 4/10 responses, and Participant LR evoked the target emotion for 
5/10 responses. The second baseline probe showed that Participant GM evoked the target 
emotion for 4/10 responses, Participant NG evoked the target emotion for 6/10 Participant JH 
evoked the target emotion for 5/10 responses 0 responses, Participant FC evoked the target 
emotion for 4/10 responses, Participant EB evoked the target emotion for 4/10 responses, and 
Participant LR evoked the target emotion for 5/10 responses.  
 Multiple exemplar instruction (MEI) across reading and writing for the emotional 
function of a metaphor was the condition that followed baseline. Results showed that post Set 2 
treatment, Participant GM evoked the target emotion for 9/10 responses, while Participants NG, 
JH, FC, EB, and LR evoked the target emotion for 10/10 responses. Since the participants met 
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the set criterion of 9/10 or more correct responses following the first treatment phase of 
Experiment 2, a novel set was presented. The novel set of stimuli tested for transference of 
emotional function given a new set of stimuli. Results for the novel set showed that Participant 
GM evoked the target emotion for 8/10 Participant NG evoked the target emotion for 10/10 
responses, Participant JH evoked the target emotion for 10/10 responses, Participant FC evoked 
the target emotion for 10/10 responses, and Participant EB evoked the target emotion for 9/10 
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I conducted two experiments that tested the effects of MEI on the emergence of the 
structure and function of metaphors on a writer and a reader. Participants were yoked so that 
reinforcement was received when the behavior of one functioned to affect that of the other. A 
yoked-contingency game board was utilized as a motivating operation where participants 
competed against the experimenter to jointly access a chosen reinforcer. A previous study on 
metaphors conducted by Meincke-Matthews (2005) used MEI to induce the structure of 
metaphors but did not test for the function of the extended tact on a listener/reader. The study I 
conducted differed from the Meincke-Matthews’ in that a peer-yoked functional writing 
procedure was used as a social motivational procedure to train both the structure (Experiment 1) 
and the function (Experiment 2) of metaphors. The peer-yoked contingency utilized in both of 
my experiments was similar to that used by Broto (2011) where participants rotated serving as 
both a reader and a writer for the other’s behavior and were jointly reinforced when one 
participant's behavior functioned to affect the others. 
The first experiment used MEI across reading and writing and a peer-yoked writing 
procedure to teach the structure of metaphors and test if the emotional function of metaphors 
emerged once the structure was trained. The peer-yoked writing procedure consisted of two 
participants who served both as a writer and a reader of the other’s written metaphors. 
Participants rotated serving as either the reader or the writer for the other’s behavior. During 
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Experiment 1 when serving as a reader, the participants used an algorithm to determine if the 
structural function of a metaphor was present in the peer's written response. If the peer writer did 
indeed produce a metaphor according to the algorithm, the participants jointly moved up on the 
game board. If the participant writer did not produce a metaphor, the experimenter moved up. 
The first game piece to the top of the game board earned a previously determined reinforcer. The 
emotional function of metaphors was probed at the end of each treatment phase by having the 
participants produce a writing sample describing a kiwi fruit to see if metaphors emerged as a 
function of the structure being trained. 
The second experiment was designed to test if MEI across reading and writing and a 
peer-yoked writing procedure could train the emotional function of metaphors. All of the 
participants in the second experiment had the structure of metaphors in repertoire prior to the 
start of the study however could not produce metaphors that functioned to evoke a target emotion 
from a listener/reader. Thus, the second experiment required participants to rotate as both writer 
and reader of the other’s metaphors where the metaphor had to evoke a target emotion from the 
reader in order for the pair to move up on the yoked-contingency game board. 
Summary of Major Findings and Possible Explanations 
Experiment 1 
 Results show that the structure of metaphors emerged as a result of multiple exemplar 
instruction across reading and writing with all six participants consistent with the findings related 
to the MEI study run by Meincke-Matthews (2005). Furthermore, the written probe results show 
that there was agreement in preference of written responses between naïve readers for responses 
that occurred later in the study following the emergence of metaphorical responses. Upon closer 
look however, there was a flaw in the written probe measurement procedure. That is, the 
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participants were not asked to use metaphors in their written responses resulting in only one 
metaphor being emitted across all of the participants and probes. Although the participants used 
many similes in their written responses, the lack of metaphors made it impossible to measure the 
function metaphors might have on reader preference. Furthermore, inducing the structure of 
metaphors did not increase the number of metaphors participants emitted when producing a 
written response. One possible explanation for this might be that metaphors did not function to 
evoke reinforcement from a listener as a result of the structure being induced. That is, 
participants were reinforced during the first experiment immediately following their written 
response for producing a metaphor according to an algorithm. Their written metaphor evoked a 
response from the reader according to the algorithm, not because it functioned to evoke what 
some might term as "understanding" of the intended message of the metaphor or rather have the 
intended emotional function. The function of metaphors was probed but not trained through the 
MEI procedure utilized in Experiment 1. Thus, the results were consistent with Meincke-
Matthew’s (2005) results. Multiple exemplar instruction functioned to induce metaphorical 
responses in 4th grade level students however did not measure metaphor function on a listening 
audience. Therefore, the results of the study showed that metaphors did not have the extended 
tact function (emotional function) as Skinner (1957) suggested. The participants were trained on 
how to produce the structure of metaphors but not acquire the extended tact function in 
Experiment 1. The purpose of the second study was to address what Experiment 1 and Meinke-
Matthews (2005) failed to do, which was to induce the extended tact function of metaphors. 
Experiment 2 
 In Experiment 2, the results showed a functional relationship across the six participant 
writers. None of the participants were able to produce more than 6/10 metaphors that evoked a 
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target emotion from the reader at the start of the study. However, after the implementation of the 
treatment phase, the emotional function of metaphors emerged across all six participants. The 
results are consistent with other studies that have used yoked contingencies to produce functional 
writing procedures (Broto, 2011; Helou, Lai, & Sterken, 2007; Jodlowski, 2000; Madho, 1997; 
Reilly-Lawson & Greer, 2006; and Visalli-Gold, 2005).  
 One possible explanation for the effects of functional writing on the emergence of the 
emotional function of metaphors on the listener/reader is that the participants served as both the 
writer/speaker when s/he produced metaphors and as a reader/listener when s/he read the written 
metaphors of the peer. This rotation of reader and writer roles or rather MEI across reading and 
writing for emotional effect, allowed the participants to monitor their own response and the 
response of their peer when it functioned or failed to function in evoking the target response. 
Thus, participant responses were reinforced (or not) by the reader's emotional response, shaping 
future written responses by the writer. Although the yoked-contingency game board served as a 
motivating operation for the participants to produce metaphors, it was how the participants’ 
written metaphors functioned on the reader that may have increased future correct responding. 
That is, the participant writer learned how to write to affect a particular reader. 
 Another possible explanation for the emergence of the emotional function of metaphors 
on a listening audience is that MEI across reading and writing functioned to join the speaker-
listener repertoires necessary to monitor responses produced by the writer/speaker and 
reader/listener. Several studies have shown that MEI has been effective in joining speaker-
listener repertoires (Greer & Ross, 2008; Tsouri & Greer, 2005; Greer, Stolfi, & Pistoljovic, 
2006; Pistoljevic & Greer, 2008; Speckman & Greer, 2007). Experiment 2 however, would be 
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the first to show that MEI across reading and writing had been effective in inducing the function 
of metaphors in a writer. 
Limitations 
 There were several limitations across the two experiments. In Experiment 1, one 
limitation involved the design of the experiment. The design intended for the initial probe to be 
presented to participants twice to establish a stable baseline measure. However, in error, the 
experimenter did not run the initial probe twice making it impossible to determine if the structure 
of metaphors emerged as a result of MEI. Although, the intervention probe results show a 
correlation between the treatment and the emergence of structural metaphors, the results are 
inconclusive. 
 In Experiment 2, a limitation was present with the correction procedure. It was difficult to 
measure if the writer was indeed receiving a correction from the peer reader by simply revising 
her/his original response. That is, the revision could fail to evoke the target emotion during the 
second attempt. Or, when the writer and reader collaborated on what would evoke the target 
response from the reader, why the revised metaphor functioned to evoke a target emotion from 
the peer reader might be lost on the writer. This could be improved in the future through the use 
of an algorithm similar to that used during the first study but applied to the writer instead of the 
reader. That is, during the correction process, the writer would have to identify what part of the 
metaphor s/he produced did not contribute to evoking the target emotion from the reader and 
why. The writer would then have to produce a new metaphor making the necessary 
adjustment(s).  
Another limitation in both studies was in the selection of the stimuli used during the 
course of the study. The stimuli were derived by the experimenter simply generating a list of 
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common nouns. The nouns did not come from a standardized list such as the Oxford English 
Dictionary’s list of most commonly used nouns (OEC, 1989), and thus it is difficult to determine 
if the stimuli used during the probe and intervention sessions were equivalent in level of 
difficulty. Furthermore, since instructional history could play a significant role in the extended 
tact function on a listener, selecting stimuli that the participant has a greater likelihood of having 
had exposure to is important. However, with this noted, the role of instructional history is 
specific to the individual and thus it is difficult to determine the role instructional history and 
stimuli played in the extended tact function during Experiment 1 and 2. 
Future Research 
 All of the participants in the study were on or above grade level in Language Arts and 
Mathematics according to state standardized test results. Furthermore, all of the participants had 
observational learning (Werts, Caldwell, & Wolrey, 1996; Nuzzolo, 2002; Davies-Lackey, 2005; 
Gautreaux, 2005; Yuan, 2005; O’Rourke, 2006; Rothstein & Gautreaux, 2007; Greer, & Singer-
Dudek 2008; Greer, & Yuan, 2008; Singer-Dudek, Greer, & Schmelzkopf, 2008; Pereira-
Delgado & Greer, 2009; Walsh, 2009; Zrinzo, & Greer, 2013) and Naming (Greer & Ross, 2008; 
Tsouri & Greer, 2005; Greer, Stolfi, & Pistoljovic, 2006; Pistoljevic & Greer, 2008; Speckman 
& Greer, 2007) prior to the start of the study. Future research might analyze the roles 
observational learning and Naming play in the emergence of metaphors. Helou-Care` (2008) 
identified the role of Naming during reading comprehension. This same capability may be 
necessary for metaphors to emerge. That is, in order for the writer to monitor if her/his writing is 
functioning to affect the reader the speaker-listener repertoires must be joined. 
 Future research might also analyze the role of audience control on the production of 
metaphors. Greer, Reilly-Lawson, and Walsh (2006) developed a protocol to establish speaker-
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listener exchanges (i.e., social conversational exchanges) between individuals with low levels of 
social operants. Sterkin (2012) tested the protocol with young children diagnosed with 
developmental delays and found and increase in social operants and a decrease in stereotypy 
across participants. Greer, Delgado, and Weber (2013) also found an increase in social operants 
and audience control when implementing an advanced social-listener protocol with 4th grade 
level students diagnosed with autism. Both studies required the participants involved to rotate 
between the roles of being a listener and a speaker. The peer writing procedure used during this 
study also required the participants to rotate serving as a listener or speaker by serving as a 
reader (listener) or writer (speaker). Writing to affect the behavior of a reader/listener requires 
the writer to take the perspective of the audience for whom s/he is writing. Thus, future research 
might look at using the procedures in the present study to train metaphors and extended tacts 
with individuals diagnosed with language or learning disorders as part of an advanced audience 
control training procedure. 
Future research might also analyze the role of conditioned seeing in the emergence of 
metaphors. Greer and Ross (2008) identified developmental learning stages that appear necessary 
for students to make gains from instructional practices implemented by teachers. Conditioned 
seeing while reading may be a necessary repertoire in order to emit metaphors as individuals 
must be able to compare two things (often not present) to extend the meaning or function of the 
two things being compared (Shanman, 2013). Thus, the writer/speaker must be able to "see" how 
the two things are alike without the two things being present and extend this experience to a 




 The findings of this study showed how the structure and function of metaphors can be 
taught to a writer. The study used a listening audience and a game board as a motivating 
operation to establish the structure and function of metaphors. Observing how the reader 
responded to the writer’s written metaphor when alternating between the roles of either reader or 
writer was a key component of producing metaphors that functioned to evoke a target response 
from a listening audience. In a typical 4th or 5th grade classroom, a similar procedure could be 
implemented in small groups where students serve as peer editors of the work of their peers thus 
serving as both a reader and writer. A game board could easily be introduced to motivate student 
participation.  
For the peer editing process to be effective, the students may need conditioned seeing 
(Shanman, 2013) and the speaker component of Naming (Greer & Ross, 2008; Tsouri & Greer, 
2005; Greer, Stolfi, & Pistoljovic, 2006; Pistoljevic & Greer, 2008; Speckman & Greer, 2007). 
Shanman (2013) suggests that there is a relationship between conditioned seeing and the speaker 
component of Naming. Future research should look into the relationship between conditioned 
seeing and the speaker component of Naming and the role that it plays in inducing metaphors. 
Shanman (2013) looked at the role of conditioned seeing with visual stimuli. Metaphors however 
do not pertain exclusively to the visual sense which is what has been the primary focus of MEI 
research to induce Naming (Greer & Ross, 2008; Tsouri & Greer, 200 5; Greer, Stolfi, & 
Pistoljovic, 2006; Pistoljevic & Greer, 2008). Metaphors often require a speaker and listener to 
be familiar with an object, action, or idea across more than one sense so that she/he can have a 
shared sensory experience. Thus, the response for the target stimulus being compared in a 
metaphor must be conditioned so that the speaker or listener can experience the comparison 
without it actually being present. The role that Naming and conditioned seeing plays in evoking 
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Definition of Terms 
 
1. Accelerated Independent Learner (AIL) Classroom. A general education inclusive 
classroom that utilizes behavior analytic procedures to increase learning and learner 
independence. Students are categorized based on verbal developmental capabilities. The 
focus is on individualized instruction driven by student responding. Scientific research 
based tactics are systematically applied to all students to meet curricular objectives. Some 
of the components of an AIL classroom include, but are not limited to: the learn unit, , 
individualized token economy or point system, verbally governed decision protocol, self-
monitoring, peer tutoring, choral responding, response boards, the use of rate criterion for 
certain responses, goal setting, and the implementation of protocols to induce missing 
verbal development cusps and capabilities. 
2. Comprehensive Application of Behavior Analysis to Schooling (CABAS®). A behavioral 
model of schooling that is driven by the needs of individual learners using a cybernetic 
system that is based upon the student's learning and needs. It is a research-based approach 
addressing all aspects of schooling while employing the comprehensive application of 
scientific tactics, principles, and findings from the literature. The components of the 
system address teaching, curriculum design, supervision, administration, university 
training programs and parent training (Greer, 2002; Greer, Keohane, & Healy, 2002). The 
AIL inclusive classroom model was derived from the CABAS® model implemented for 
students with special needs. 
3. Contingency-Shaped Behavior. Behaviors that are already in a person’s repertoire are 
considered contingency-shaped behaviors. Contingency-shaped behaviors are reinforced 
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directly by the contingencies in the environment (Greer, 2002), they are shaped by 
consequences (Catania, 2007), and are emitted "automatically." Some examples of 
contingency-shaped behaviors include fluent counting or letter identification. Some also 
refer to contingency-shaped behaviors as behaviors that are fluent. 
4. Establishing Operations. An environmental condition that momentarily alters the 
reinforcing effects of other events and the frequency of the response that has been 
previously reinforced is known as an establishing operation (Michael, 1982, 2000, 2004). 
The factor identified that motivates the learner in a given situation is essentially the 
establishing operation. In recent years, it has been suggested that the term motivating 
operation (MO) be used instead of the term establishing operation (Laraway, Snycerski, 
Michael, & Poling, 2003). Given the context of a classroom, an establishing operation is 
the factor that teachers identify to motivate a student. Teachers not trained to use the 
principle of applied behavior analysis (ABA) might say a student lacks motivation to do 
well. However, a teacher trained in the principles of ABA would say that the correct 
establishing operation is not in place (Greer, 2002). If a teacher identifies that a student 
"lacks motivation" to complete his/her work, the teacher should manipulate 
environmental conditions so that there is an establishing operation in place to address the 
student’s lack of motivation. Several educational tactics/protocols can be implemented to 
manipulate environmental conditions thus altering reinforcing properties and the 
frequency of a target response. Hall and Sundberg (1987) and Sundberg (1993) 
implemented establishing operation procedures to teach mands and tacts to students with 
developmental disabilities. Greer and Ross (2008) also identified several protocols to 
induce listener and speaker repertoires. Listener immersion is one such protocol. In the 
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listener immersion protocol, reinforcement is delivered to a student for responding to 
vocal instructions thus bringing the student under verbal-consonant control for listener 
responses. Listener immersion procedures have resulted in improved rates of learning as 
well as students learning to discriminate between auditory stimuli (Greer, Chavez- 
Brown, Nirgudkar, Stolfi, and Rivera-Valdez, 2005). A second protocol that implements 
the establishing operation is the speaker immersion protocol (Ross, Nuzzolo, Stolfi, & 
Natarelli, 2006). Speaker immersion increases the number of mands and tacts emitted in a 
non-instructional setting. During the implementation of speaker immersion, a student is 
required to mand for a number of routine events, such as getting off the bus, entering the 
school building, or receiving desired items or edibles. Students are only given the items 
for which they mand when s/he emits the target vocal response for each item. Research 
has shown that upon achieving mastery criterion for the speaker immersion protocol, the 
results showed an increase in the number of mands emitted in noninstructional settings 
(Ross, Nuzzolo, Stolfi, & Natarelli, 2006).  
5. Extended Tact. The extended tact is defined functionally. The extended tact functions to 
extend the senses of a reader/listener by comparing two unlike stimuli resulting in the 
expansion of the stimulus class for the listener. There are 5 forms of extended tacts 
discussed by Skinner in his 1957 account of verbal behavior. The extened tact forms are: 
generic extension, metaphorical extension, metonymical extension, solecistic extension, 
and nomination (Table 23). The extended tact that will be the focus of the present study is 






Forms of the Extended Tact (Skinner, 1957) 
Forms of the Extended Tact                  Definition    Example 
 
Generic Extension   Generic extension occurs when a   Boxes are not considered chairs but 
novel stimulus is reinforced under   given the establishing operation  
specific contingencies of reinforcement. “needing to sit,” an individual may 
     Opt to sit on an available box and 
perhaps exclaim that they have found a 
chair. This new tact serves to increase 
the exemplars of chairs and thus the 
stimulus class. 
 
Metaphorical Extension  Metaphorical extension consists of   Skinner used an example of a child 
properties of the stimulus that are not   saying that drinking a soda tasted  
typically respected by the verbal   just as a foot feels when it is 
community. The metaphorical extension  “asleep” (p. 92). In this way the  
is a novel response that extends the tact  “foots asleep” response was  
and presents to the verbal community a  previously reinforced under the  
new and unique response.   stimulus conditions of an immobile  
foot and a specific kind of stimulation 
such as the tingling sensation produced 
by carbonation in soda and limited 
blood flow. 
 
Metonymical Extension  Metonymical extension occurs as a tact  Skinner provided an example 
extension when a stimulus acquires   of this in which a news reporter 
control over a particular response   said that the “White House  
because it often accompanies the   reported.... when actually it was 
stimulus that typically results in   the President who spoke (p. 100).  
reinforcement.    The metonymical extension is 
not a metaphor since the verbal  
community accepts the phrase “the  
White House reported” and under  
the contingencies of relaying news,  
an audience will assume that a  
person within the White House was  
actually speaking. 
 
Solecistic Extension  In solecistic extension, the property  An example of a solecistic  
of the stimulus, which gains control over  extension that Skinner offered 
the response, is partially related to the   stated that it occurs when someone 
defining properties which generally   calls a situation a “dilemma” when 
result in reinforcement (Skinner, 1957).  the situation does not have the 
same significance of an actual  
dilemma (p. 102). Although these  
extensions are generally inaccurate,  
they continue to result in  
reinforcement from the larger  
verbal community due to the  
seriousness of the statement. 
 
Nomination   According to Skinner (1957), nomination  Skinner provided the example 
occurs when an individual or an object is  of “Beethoven’s Eighth  
given a proper name.    Symphony” as a case of  





6. Learn Unit. The learn unit is an interlocking three-term contingency (antecedent-
behavior-consequence) that consists of one potential three-term contingency for the 
student and two or more three-term contingencies for the teacher (Albers & Greer, 1991; 
Greer & McDonough, 1999; Greer, 2002; Greer, Keohane, & Healy, 2002; Greer & Ross, 
2008). A three-term contingency includes an antecedent, a behavior (response), and a 
consequence. In a learn unit, the antecedent for the teacher is the attending student, the 
teacher then delivers an antecedent for the student (e.g., "Spell DOG") followed by the 
response of the student (e.g., "D-O-G"), and concluding with a response by the teacher, 
which  is the delivery of a consequence to the student. If the student emits a correct 
response, the teacher delivers reinforcement. If the student emits an incorrect response, 
the teacher delivers a correction in the form of the correct response. The student has to 
perform or produce the correct response in order for the learn unit to be complete. The 
learn unit includes the following components: an attending student, unambiguous teacher 
antecedent, an opportunity to respond by the student, and a reinforcement or correction 
operation (Greer & Ross, 2008). Table 24 shows an example of two presentations of a 











An Example of a Learn Unit Presentation 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
Instructional Components       Operants 
_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Correct Response 
1. Attending student       Antecedent 
 
2. Teacher says, “"Say the name of the picture” and    Teacher’s behavior 
presents the picture on paper.      Student’s antecedent 
 
3. Student correctly states the name of the picture    Teacher’s consequence 
Student’s behavior 
Teacher’s second antecedent 
 





5. Attending student       Antecedent 
 
6. Teacher says, “"Say the name of the picture” and    Teacher’s behavior 
presents the picture on paper.      Student’s antecedent 
 
7. Student incorrectly states the name of the picture    Teacher’s consequence 
Student’s behavior 
Teacher’s second antecedent 
 
8. Teacher says, “Window” while presenting the     Teacher’s second behavior picture  
on paper. Student’s consequence 
and antecendent 
 
9. Student echoes “Window” while looking at the    Student’s second behavior 
picture on paper.       Teacher’s second  
consequence. 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
7. Higher-order Operant. A higher-order operant consists of two or more previously learned 
and independent operants that are joined as one overarching operant (Catania, 2007; 
Greer & Ross, 2008; Greer & Speckman, 2009). Catania (2007) defined a higher-order 
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operant or higher-order class of behavior as "an operant class that includes within it other 
classes that can themselves function as operants" (p. 392). A higher-order or overarching 
operant is also defined as a functionally-defined operant in which its members could be 
very different in form (Barnes-Holmes & Barnes-Holmes, 2000). Generalized imitation is 
an example of a higher-order operant. That is, a person may be reinforced for emitting 
certain imitative behaviors. If the imitative behavior is emitted without direct instruction, 
then imitation has become a higher-order class or operant. Another example of higher-
order operant is the acquisition of Naming (Greer & Ross, 2008). Without Naming, a 
person has to be taught speaker and listener responses separately. When the speaker and 
listener responses are joined he or she can then emit the speaker response when only the 
listener response is taught (Greer & Speckman, 2009; Greer & Ross, 2008). 
8. Metaphor. Metaphors are defined structurally as a figure of speech where a stimulus is 
identified as something that it typically would not be (Simpson & Weiner, 1989). 
Furthermore, to be a metaphor the figure of speech must be literally false. Metaphors 
compare two things and work by revealing something that the two stimuli share in 
common (Pattison, 1995). 
9. Multiple Exemplar Instruction. The rotation of different responses (e.g., vocal verbal, 
pointing, matching) for a single stimulus that results in the student acquiring multiple 
responses is multiple exemplar instruction (MEI). For example, MEI might consist of the 
rotation of the match response (responding as a listener), followed by the tact (responding 
as a speaker), followed by the point-to response (responding as a listener), followed by 
the intraverbal response (responding as a speaker) to the same set of stimuli. Research 
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has shown that MEI can result in the emergence of untaught responses to novel stimuli 
(Greer & Ross, 2008; Greer, Stolfi, & Pistoljevic, 2007). 
10. Naming. Naming is a verbal developmental capability in which a child may be taught 
something in one topography (i.e., as a listener) and emit it in another (i.e., as a speaker) 
without direst instruction (Greer & Longano, 2010; Greer & Ross, 2008; Greer & 
Speckman, 2009). Naming is a bi-directional relationship that joins the speaker and 
listener responses within one’s own skin (Home & Lowe, 1996; Greer & Longano, 2010; 
Greer & Ross, 2008; Greer & Speckman, 2009). 
11. Operant. Behavior that is acquired and evoked by learned antecedent response- 
consequences or three-term contingencies is an operant (Greer, 2002; Greer & Ross, 
2008). An example of an operant is when a child sees a dog (the antecedent), the child 
says, "It's a dog!" (the response), and the response is reinforced by the care giver (the 
consequence). Emitting the response "It's a dog" was previously reinforced and therefore 
the response is more likely to occur in the future whenever the child sees a dog. 
12. Peer-Yoked Contingencies. The peer-yoked contingency is usually made up of two or 
more students who are paired by the instructor and compete against the instructor or 
another team. With the peer-yoked contingency, a game board is implemented consisting 
of two rows, one for the student team and one for the teacher. The number of steps the 
teams need to complete depends on individual students or classrooms. The purpose of the 
peer-yoked contingency is to teach students to observe their peer's responses. The 
students alternate responding and only move up on the game board when correct. 
Students must observe if their peer responded correctly through the consequence of 
moving up on the game board so that when presented with the same or a similar 
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antecedent, s/he will also be able to move up on the game board. If the student team 
makes it to the top of the game board first, they receive a chosen reinforce. However, if 
the teacher makes it to the top of the game board, the teacher gets the chosen reinforcer.  
13. Relational Frame Theory. Relational Frame Theory (RFT) is a theory about how 
language and complex behavior emerge (Hayes, Barnes-Holmes, & Roche, 2001). RFT 
provides an explanation for the development of verbal relations and derived relational 
responding. Relational frames are arbitrarily applicable. That is, only the verbal 
community can reinforce and maintain relational responding (Hayes, et al. 2001). RFT 
emerged from stimulus equivalence theory however defines the three key properties of 
stimulus equivalence differently. The three key properties outlined in RFT are mutual 
entailment, combinatorial entailment, and the transformation of stimulus function. Mutual 
entailment states that if A is related to B then B is related to A. For example, if A is 
smaller than B, then B is larger than A. The second property is combinatorial entailment, 
which is when two or more stimulus relations mutually combine. An example is when A 
is related to B, and B is related to C then we can also derive that A is related to C. The 
final property is the transformation of stimulus functions, which means a stimulus can 
have many different functions under contextual control. Thus the definition of a relational 
frame according to Hayes, et al. (2001) is as follows: a specific class of arbitrarily 
applicable relational responding that shows the contextually controlled qualities of 
mutual entailment, combinatorial mutual entailment, and transformation of stimulus 
functions; is due to a history of relational responding ... and is not solely based on direct 
non-relational training... (p. 33) 
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14. Stimulus Equivalence. Stimulus equivalence is a theory about how language and other 
behaviors emerge. Stimulus equivalence identified new behaviors or relations that 
emerge without direct instruction (Devany, Hayes, & Nelson, 1986). Stimulus 
equivalence also specifies procedures for generating new and seemingly unreinforced 
matching to sample and oral naming responses (Sidman & Tailby, 1982). There are three 
key properties that define equivalence relations: reflexivity, symmetry, and transitivity 
(Sidman, 1992). To test for the properties of stimulus equivalence, an individual is first 
taught using a match-to sample procedure (Sidman, 1992). 
15. Verbal Behavior. Verbal behavior is the study of language as behavior. Verbal behavior 
measures language based on how it functions within the environment (Skinner, 1957). 
Verbal behavior includes the language functions between a speaker and a listener, as well 
as within the skin of the individual (Greer & Speckman, 2009; Greer & Ross, 2007). A 
person emitting vocal speech may not necessarily emit verbal behavior; it is not 
considered verbal until the behavior of a speaker affects a listener or until the listener is 
affected by the speaker. Because of this definition of verbal behavior, verbal behavior can 
take various topographies, including but not limited to vocal, sign, signals, written 
responses, and others. The speaker and listener functions are initially independent of one 
another (Feliciano, 2006; Gilic, 2005; Greer & Ross, 2008; Greer & Speckman, 2009; 
Greer, Stolfi, et al., 2005). Verbal behavior is categorized into six operants: mand, tact, 
echoic, intraverbal, autoclitic, and textual response (Skinner, 1957). Please see Table 25 








Descriptions and Examples of Verbal Operants (Skinner, 1957) 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Verbal Operant     Description     Example 
_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
     
    Echoic   A verbal operant that has a point-to-point  A parent says, "Cookie" and the  
correspondence with a vocal model.  Child echoes, "Cookie." 
 
     Mand    A mand is a verbal operant that specifies  A child wants a cookie, emits 
its consequence and is under the control  the mand, "Cookie" and receives 
of deprivation or aversive stimulation.  a cookie. 
 
     Tact    A tact is a verbal operant that is under the  A child sees a cookie and tacts, 
control of a nonverbal antecedent and  "Cookie!" The parent reinforces 
consequated by a generalized reinforcer,  by saying, "You're right! It's a  
such as praise.     cookie!" 
 
 
    Intraverbal    An intraverbal is a verbal operant that has  A speaker asks, "What is 4 + 4?" 
no point-to-point correspondence with the  and a listener responds, "Eight." 
verbal stimulus that evokes the response.  
 
     Autoclitic    An autoclitic is a verbal operant that  A child mands, "I want the 
modifies a primary operant (the mand or  chocolate chip cookie." The 
the tact). It functions to quantify, specify,  chocolate chip is an autoclitic 




16. Verbal Developmental Capability. Verbal developmental capabilities allow an individual 
to learn new repertoires and more advanced verbal capabilities that they could not learn 
previously (Greer & Ross, 2008; Greer & Speckman, 2009). A verbal capability is 
different from behavioral developmental cusps; according to Rosales-Ruiz and Baer 
(1996), a behavioral developmental cusp is a change that allows for further development 
and "once it is made, a significant set of subsequent developments suddenly becomes 
easy or otherwise highly probable" (p. 166). When a child acquires a verbal 
developmental capability, he or she is now able to learn in ways they could not before 
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and he or she is able to learn new repertoires without direct reinforcement (Greer & 
Speckman, 2009). Capability is also a cusp while a cusp may or may not be a capability. 
17. Verbally Governed Behavior. Verbally governed behaviors are behaviors that are guided 
by rules or verbal statements (Greer, 2002). Verbally governed behavior is often referred 
to as rule-governed behavior (Hayes, Blackledge, & Barnes-Holmes, 2001). In the 
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Metaphors 
Directions:  Write a metaphor so that the person reading it can identify the underlined emotion 
after reading what you write. 
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Is the response a fact? Is the response literal? 
 
Yes  _______  (STOP!) 
No    _______  
 
Yes  _______     (STOP!) 
No    _______        
Did the writer use “is”, “was”, 
or “are” to compare 2 things? 
What 2 things are being 
compared? 
 
Yes  _______         




How does the writer think the 
2 things are alike? 












Name ___________________________________   Date _____________________ 
 
Directions:  Experience the piece of fruit in front of you using your five senses (see, smell, taste, 
touch, hear). Next describe the fruit in writing without using the name of the fruit in your 
description. Describe the fruit (kiwi) so that the person reading your description can experience 
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   Sad 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
